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1

Introduction

1.1

Scope
This report is an assessment of the potential impact of the proposed Walcourt wind
farm on the radar systems safeguarded by Skeyes, as described in the study
proposal [1].

1.2

Background
WindVision (the Customer) and Elawan are jointly developing the Walcourt wind farm
in Belgium. The project definition is not finalised. There are three possible scenarios:
A. A layout of four turbines with a maximum tip height of 180 metres (m) AGLa;
B. A layout of six turbines with a maximum tip height of 169m AGL; and
C. A layout of eight turbines with a maximum tip height of 150m AGL.
All scenarios will potentially have an adverse impact on primary surveillance radars
(PSRs), secondary surveillance radars (SSRs) and navigation aids safeguarded by
Skeyes and the Belgian Military. An assessment is required to quantify the technical
impacts. The results will allow the radar stakeholder to determine if the impacts are
operationally acceptable. This report only covers the impact on the radar systems
safeguarded by Skeyes.
It was agreed with the Customer [2] to only assess the preferred scenario (scenario
B, six turbines, 169m maximum tip height AGL) and the sensitivity of the impacts to
changes to the project definition will be discussed.
The proposed activities are listed in [1]. The scope has not been agreed with Skeyes.

1.3

Eurocontrol recommendations
Following the recommendation in the Eurocontrol guidelines [3], there are unlikely to
be any significant impacts on SSRs if the turbines are farther than 16 km from the
SSR. For PSRs, a simple assessment is required if the turbines are in line of sight
(LoS) and farther than 15 km from the radar; a detailed assessment is required if the
turbines are in radar LoS and closer than 15 km. Following the guidelines, the
following Eurocontrol assessments are recommended for Walcourt:

1.4



Florennes PSR detailed assessment (distance between PSR and Walcourt =
14.5 km);



Florennes SSR detailed assessment (distance between SSR and Walcourt =
14.5 km); and



Bertem PSR simple assessment (distance between PSR and Walcourt =
67.1 km.

Proposed Walcourt wind farm (scenario B)
The proposed Walcourt turbine locations for scenario B were provided by WindVision
[4] in Lambert 72 map coordinates, and were converted to World Geodetic System
1984 (WGS 84) latitude and longitude format by QinetiQ. The individual turbine
locations, turbine identification (ID) numbers, and maximum blade tip heights are
given in Table 1-1.
a

In the report, heights above ground level are abbreviated to AGL.
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Turbine
ID

Lambert 72 map
coordinates

WGS 84 location

Maximum blade
tip height (m
AGL)

X (m)

Y (m)

Latitude
(°N)

Longitude
(°E)

WT1

155782.7

107605.8

50.279454

4.449876

169

WT2

156218.0

107536.8

50.278829

4.455982

169

WT3

156758.6

107530.8

50.278769

4.463566

169

WT4

155839.4

107041.2

50.274377

4.450662

169

WT5

156483.5

107132.3

50.275189

4.459699

169

WT6

157070.2

107189.0

50.275692

4.467931

169

Table 1-1: Walcourt scenario B turbine locations and maximum blade tip heights
Figure 1-1 shows the proposed turbine layout, plotted in Google Earth.

WT1

WT4

WT2

WT5

WT3

WT6

Figure 1-1: Proposed Walcourt turbine locations (green dots)

1.5

Turbine parameters
The turbine type has not been finalised. WindVision is considering three turbine
types, denoted Type 1 (Vestas V110), Type 2 (Nordex N117) and Type 3 (Siemens
Gamesa SG122) by QinetiQ. The dimensions of these three turbine types were
provided by WindVision [4], and are summarised in Table 1-2. The assessment will
be carried out using the worst case turbine type. The worst case turbine type will be
clearly stated for each assessment activity.

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Parameter

Candidate turbine type
Vestas V110

Nordex N117

Siemens
Gamesa SG122

ID used in report

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Hub height

110m AGL

106m AGL

108m AGL

Rotor diameter

110m

117m

122m

Maximum blade tip height

165m AGL

165m AGL

169m AGL

Tower base diameter

4.2m

4.3m

4.3m

Tower top diameter

2.316m

3.258m

3.375m

Table 1-2: Turbine parameters for the candidate turbine types
Engineering drawings of the turbine towers were provided by the Customer [4]. The
tower shapes used in the assessment are shown in Figure 1-2.

Figure 1-2: Tower shapes used in the assessment

1.6

Skeyes radars
Figure 1-3 shows the proposed wind farm (green dots) in relation to the PSRs under
assessment (white squares). For reference, the Skeyes airspace boundaries are
represented by thin blue lines in the figure, and the Belgium border is shown as a
thick magenta line. In this, and all subsequent figures, the Skeyes airspace is
indicative only, and was provided by Skeyes for visualisation only [5].

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Bertem PSR

Florennes PSR &
co-located SSR
Walcourt
wind farm

Figure 1-3: Skeyes radars requiring a Eurocontrol assessment (white squares) in
relation to the proposed wind farm (green dots). The blue lines represent Skeyes
airspace regions, provided for visualisation only. Faint red circles = 15km rings
centred on the radars
The locations and parameters of the three radars under assessment were provided
by Skeyes [6][7][8][9]. For the clutter and constant false alarm rate (CFAR) raised
threshold impacts, a representative pulse length of 1 microsecond was used in the
calculations. This applies to all PSRs.
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1.7

Other wind farms
The potential impact of a wind farm project must also consider the cumulative impact
with other wind farms. In this report the location of other wind farm projects within
approximately 30 km of the proposed Walcourt turbines are considered. 30 km is
chosen as a representative distance inside which there may be a cumulative impact.
Details of other wind farms were provided by WindVision [4][10]. Figure 1-4 shows a
map of the other wind turbines (red and yellow dots) used in the assessment, along
with the proposed turbines (green dots). The other wind turbines are coloured red or
yellow depending on their development status, using the following convention:


Yellow icons = turbines that are built or likely to be built (i.e. operational, under
construction, or consented). These will be referred to as “existing” turbines;
and



Red icons = other turbines in development that have not received a permit.
These will be referred to as turbines “in planning”.

For most turbines, details of the hub height, rotor diameter, and maximum tip height
were provided by the Customer. For any turbines where the dimensions were not
given, representative values were used in the calculations. For all turbines,
representative tower diameters (4.2m base diameter, 2.3m top diameter) were
assumed.

30 km range
ring around
Walcourt

Proposed
turbines

Figure 1-4: Other wind turbines (red and yellow) within 30 km of the proposed
Walcourt turbines (green dots). Red dots = other turbines in planning. Yellow dots =
existing turbines. Red line = 30 km range ring centred on the Walcourt turbines

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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2

Turbine Visibility
Radar LoS visibility can be used as an approximation of whether a radar will be able
to detect an object. Radar waves curve downwards in the atmosphere and so a radar
LoS region will cover a slightly wider area than a geometric (straight line) LoS region.
When an object is in radar LoS it is likely that it will be detectable and may have an
impact on the radar’s operation. When an object is out of radar LoS it is likely the
impact will be less or there may be no impact.
The QinetiQ digital elevation map (DEMb) tool was used to calculate the LoS visibility
of the proposed turbines with respect to the three radars. The calculations take
account of Earth curvature, atmospheric refraction and terrain blocking. The height
to radar LoS values from the Bertem PSR, Florennes PSR, and Florennes SSR are
shown in Figure 2-1, Figure 2-2, and Figure 2-3 respectively. Dark blue indicates a
height to LoS of 0m AGL (radar can see the ground), and dark red indicates a height
to LoS of at least 200m AGL (a 200m turbine is completely out of sight).

Proposed
turbines

Figure 2-1: Height to LoS (m AGL) as viewed from the Bertem PSR

Proposed
turbines

Figure 2-2: Height to LoS (m AGL) as viewed from the Florennes PSR

b

The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 3 digital elevation model was used in the
modelling. This provides terrain heights on a roughly 90m spaced grid.
QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Proposed
turbines

Figure 2-3: Height to LoS (m AGL) as viewed from the Florennes SSR
The height to LoS values are displayed in Table 2-1.
Height to LoS (m AGL)

Turbine
ID

Bertem PSR

Florennes
PSR

Florennes
SSR

WT1

136.20

51.85

50.61

WT2

136.13

40.90

39.84

WT3

113.64

34.91

31.04

WT4

156.43

73.53

72.61

WT5

123.23

52.79

50.72

WT6

130.20

46.08

44.79

Table 2-1: Height to LoS values (m AGL) at the Walcourt turbine locations, as
viewed from Bertem PSR, Florennes PSR, and Florennes SSR
It can be seen that the Walcourt turbines are in radar LoS from all three radars.
However, only the blades will be visible from the Bertem PSR as the height to LoS is
above 110m AGL (the maximum hub height out of the candidate turbine types).
The LoS data is used in the assessments for each radar. For example, turbines are
generally only included in the shadowing assessments if the tower is wholly, or
partially, in LoS. Turbines are included in the clutter and CFAR assessments if any
part of the blades is in LoS. The methodology is discussed in more detail in the
relevant sections.

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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3

Turbine Reflectivity
In this section the radar cross section (RCS) of the proposed turbines is quantified.
RCS is a measure of how reflective an object is to radar energy, and has the
dimensions of areac. The RCS of an object is complex, depending on several factors
such as the direction and distance of the object from the radar, the radar frequency,
the shape and orientation of the object, and the construction materials. The larger an
object’s RCS, the more energy it reflects, and the more significant the potential
impacts on a radar system.
The RCS is broken down into two components: the RCS from the stationary tower
and the RCS from the moving blades.

3.1.1

Blade RCS
QinetiQ has a great deal of experience with the measurement, simulation and control
of wind turbine RCS. A recent example is a collaborative project designing and
verifying the radar signature of full scale operational stealthy wind turbines [11]. An
example of a wind turbine RCS measurement made by QinetiQ is shown in Figure
3-1 [12], showing the highly variable nature of the RCS. This variability is due to the
rotation of the blades, which is dependent on the direction and speed of the wind.

Figure 3-1: Example of real RCS measurements for a wind turbine [12]
Due to the large variety of different makes and models of wind turbines available on
the market, it is impractical to measure them all. So the use of scaling techniques can
be applied to take the results from known measurements, and apply them to cases
of unknown turbine types. RCS scaling laws were used to make estimates of the
maximum blade RCS for each of the turbines viewed from the Florennes PSR, the
Florennes SSR, and the Bertem PSR. A blade length of 61 metres was assumed,
corresponding to the Type 3 turbine. This turbine type was chosen because it has the
longest blades, therefore, it will have a larger blade RCS. The results are shown in
Table 3-1.
c

Due to the large variations in signal levels encountered in radar detection scenarios, the
RCS of an object is usually expressed in units of dBsm (decibel referenced to one square
metre).
QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Turbine

Peak blade RCS (dBsm)
Florennes PSR

Florennes SSR

Bertem PSR

WT1

48.9

48.0

51.3

WT2

48.8

47.9

51.3

WT3

48.6

47.7

51.3

WT4

48.8

47.9

51.3

WT5

48.7

47.7

51.3

WT6

48.5

47.6

51.3

Table 3-1: Estimates of maximum blade RCS for the Type 3 turbine, assuming a
blade length of 61 metres
Using the peak blade RCS value is critical to assessing what the worst case impact
would be. However, what is just as important is understanding the context of this
impact, in terms of the length of time the radar is likely to see this peak RCS. The
peak RCS is only visible for a fraction of a second, which is directly related to both
the speed and direction of the wind. Based on an internal analysis of turbine datasets,
the typical blade RCS, i.e. the RCS of the blades averaged over time, will be around
20 dB lower than the maximum.
3.1.2

Turbine towers
Examination of the measurement data in Figure 3-1 reveals a constant background
level RCS, which appears to be approximately 20 dBsm. This is mainly due to the
reflectivity of the turbine tower, which is the second of the main turbine components.
As the tower is approximately a cylindrical, stationary object that is typically highly
reflective, the RCS can be estimated mathematically, rather than having to use
scaling techniques.
The maximum RCS (σmax) of a cylindrical turbine tower constructed from a perfect
electrically conductor (PEC) material, such as steel, can be estimated by using
Equation 3-1 [13]:

Equation 3-1: Peak RCS of a PEC cylindrical tower
R = tower radius, H = tower height and λ = radar wavelength. However, the peak
RCS given by Equation 3-1 only occurs in one direction. In other reflection directions
the RCS is usually lower, depending on the shape of the tower and the radar antenna
height relative to the turbine. Therefore, to be able to predict the RCS for a wind
farm’s turbine towers, the geometry of the reflections needs to be accurately
understood. The RCS at the location of the radar is the monostatic RCS. This is the
RCS used in the assessment. The RCS in other reflection directions is referred to as
the bistatic RCS.
Using the tower shapes specified in section 1.5, the bistatic tower RCS was
calculated with respect to the Florennes PSRd. The results for WT1 are shown in
Figure 3-2. It can be seen that out of the three candidate turbine types, the type 3

d

The tower RCS is not directly used in the Florennes SSR or Bertem PSR assessments.
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turbine (SG122) reflects the most energy back to the radar, therefore, the monostatic
tower RCS will be highest for this turbine type.

WT1
Florennes
PSR

DEM

V110 turbine type

Florennes
PSR

WT1

DEM

N117 turbine type
Florennes
PSR

WT1

DEM

SG122 turbine type
Figure 3-2: Bistatic tower RCS (dBsm) due to the WT1 tower, calculated using the
type 1 turbine (top plot), type 2 turbine (middle plot) and type 3 turbine (bottom plot)

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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The monostatic tower RCS values for turbine type 3 are shown in Table 3-2. These
are the tower RCS values used in the Florennes PSR detailed assessment.
Turbine

Tower RCS
(dBsm)

WT1

50.3

WT2

50.2

WT3

50.0

WT4

50.2

WT5

50.1

WT6

49.9

Table 3-2: Monostatic tower RCS for the type 3 turbine, as viewed from the
Florennes PSR

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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4

Florennes PSR Detailed Assessment

4.1

Shadowing
The assessment described in this section addresses the impacts of PSR shadowing
as discussed in section 4.3.1 of the Eurocontrol guidelines on how to assess the
potential impacts of wind turbines on surveillance radar [3].

4.1.1

Discussion
Any object in LoS may act as a blockage to radar, reducing the signal strength behind
the object. Large objects like wind turbines can have a significant influence on signal
strength which, in the case of a PSR, can reduce the likelihood that an aircraft in the
radar shadow will be detected. The operational significance depends on the RCS of
the aircraft and the size of the shadow loss. For the purpose of the assessment it is
assumed that a 2-way shadow loss of less than 3 dB is likely to have only a small
operational impact. Accordingly, the significant PSR shadowing loss is defined as the
airspace where the 2-way shadow loss is 3 dB or more.
In the QinetiQ shadow tool the reflected signal from the turbine towers is calculated
based on an exact modal solution of infinite cylinders [13]. The direct and reflected
signals are combined to calculate the size and shape of the shadow. The worst case
assumption is made that the reflection from the turbine is in anti-phase with the direct
signal, meaning it reduces the direct signal strength by the maximum amount. The
shadowing contribution from the blades is smaller and, because the blades are
usually moving, the impacts are not persistent. Accordingly, the shadowing
contributions from the blades are not accounted for in the model.
The shape and strength of the shadow depends on the frequency of the signal and
the size and shape of the object. Immediately behind a wind turbine the shadow is
relatively deep (large signal loss) and narrow. As the range behind the turbine
increases the shadow becomes weaker (smaller signal loss) and wider. The shadow
loss, L, is defined in Equation 4-1 where Qobs is the signal strength with the obstacle
present and Q0 is the signal strength without the obstacle.

Q 
L  10  log 10  obs 
 Q0 
Equation 4-1: Definition of shadowing loss
The cumulative shadow, due to the shadowing from more than one wind turbine, is
calculated by multiplying losses from each turbine together at each location.
Signal strengths in the real world will fluctuate as a result of target echo variations
and propagation effects. Fluctuations of several dBs are likely in complex radar
environments.
4.1.2

Cumulative shadow
The QinetiQ shadow tool was used to estimate the cumulative shadow from the
proposed wind farm, assuming the Florennes PSR frequency and maximum
operating range as supplied by Skeyes. The Nordex N117 turbine (type 2) was used
in all calculations. This turbine type was chosen because it has the largest tower
width in LoS and will give the worst case shadow loss.
Figure 4-1 shows the proposed turbines (green dots) and other nearby wind farms
(yellow dots = existing, red dots = other planned turbines). The grey shaded area was
QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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used as a guide for identifying other turbines that could potentially have a significant
cumulative effect. Taking into account the turbines within or near to the shaded
sector, and their distances from Walcourt, only one other wind farm (Florinchamps,
in planning) is likely to have a large cumulative effect. Although there is one other
wind farm in the sector (Merbes-le-Château/Lobbes, consented), this wind farm is
much farther from Walcourt and is likely to have a weaker cumulative effect.
The shadowing impact was calculated for two wind farm scenarios:


Future: Walcourt only; and



Future worst case: Walcourt and Florinchamps.

Merbes-leChâteau/Lobbes

Proposed
turbines
Florinchamps

Figure 4-1: Sector containing Walcourt and other turbines, as viewed from the
Florennes PSR (shaded area); Florennes Radar (white square); Walcourt turbines
(green dots); existing turbines in 30km range (yellow dots); other planned turbines
in 30km range (red dots)
Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3 show the 1-way signal loss for the two scenarios.

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Proposed
turbines

Maximum
instrumented range
of PSR

Figure 4-2: 1-way shadow loss (dB) due to Walcourt only. White square =
Florennes PSR; green dots = proposed turbines

Proposed
turbines
Maximum
instrumented range
of PSR

Florinchamps

Figure 4-3: 1-way shadow loss (dB) due to Walcourt and Florinchamps. White
square = Florennes PSR; green dots = proposed turbines; red dots = Florinchamps
turbines
The significant PSR shadow loss (red areas) is shown in Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5
for the two scenarios.
Figure 4-4 shows the results for the Future scenario (Walcourt only). At long ranges
from the radar, the significant shadow is well approximated by a sector extending
from the proposed turbines to the PSR maximum instrumented range, and between
bearings 294.2°N and 296.1°N (as viewed from the Florennes PSR). This equates to
an angular width of 1.9 degrees. However, it is noted that the impact close behind
the turbines will be wider than this sector. The maximum length of the shadow is
96.6km, the maximum width of the shadow is 3.8km.

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Figure 4-5 shows the results for the Future worst case scenario (Walcourt +
Florinchamps). The addition of Florinchamps will widen the significant shadow to
8.0km. There is no change to the length of the shadow because the shadow already
extends to the PSR maximum instrumented range.

1.5 km
Maximum
width = 3.8 km
Proposed
turbines
96.6 km

Maximum
instrumented
range
Figure 4-4: Significant shadow (Walcourt only). Red = areas where the 2-way
shadow loss exceeds 3 dB. White square = Florennes PSR. Green dots = proposed
turbines. The inset shows a close-up view of the shadow in the vicinity of the
proposed turbines

296.1°N

292.3°N

Maximum width
= 8.0 km

Florinchamps
Proposed
turbines

96.6 km

Maximum
instrumented
range
Figure 4-5: Significant shadow (Walcourt + Florinchamps). Red = areas where the
2-way shadow loss exceeds 3 dB. White square = Florennes PSR. Green dots =
proposed turbines; red dots = Florinchamps

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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4.1.3

Shadow altitude
Close behind the obstruction, the height of the shadow above the ground is
comparable with the height of the obstruction. If the antenna is below the maximum
height of the obstruction, then as the distance behind the obstruction increases the
height of the shadow above mean sea level (AMSL) also increases. Due to the
curvature of the Earth, the shadowed airspace affects targets at increasing heights
AMSL. This is illustrated in Figure 4-6, which represents a vertical slice through the
shadowed airspace. The figure is a schematic illustration on the basic principle of
shadow altitude, showing a turbine close to the radar casting a shadow in the
surveillance airspace of interest (blue).
A

B
Radar

Turbine

C

Figure 4-6: Illustration of shadow height
The three illustrative aircraft positions in Figure 4-6 are at the same heights AMSL,
at different ranges from the radar. Aircraft A is not in the shadow and so its
detectability will not be affected. Aircraft B is in the shadow and so its detectability
will be potentially reduced. Aircraft C is at a range and height where the shadow of
the Earth blocks the signal, and is not detectable with or without the turbine. Based
on this illustration, the affected airspace is defined as the airspace that is shadowed
by the turbines but not in an existing shadow due to the terrain.
Shadow height calculations were made to show the maximum shadow height for
each scenario.
Walcourt only
Figure 4-7 shows the shadow heighte results for Walcourt only, calculated in the
approximate direction of WT6, as viewed from the Florennes PSR. The shadow
height results for WT6 are representative of the worst case shadow, but should be
treated as indicative onlyf. The top plot shows the results using the V110 turbine type,
the bottom plot shows the results using the SG122 turbine typeg.
Each plot shows the height of the persistent shadow from the towers (solid black line),
the variable shadow from the blades (dashed line), and the shadow from the terrain
(green line). Also shown in the figure are the DEM (green polygon), the radar (blue
e

The shadow altitude in the figure appears curved because the curved Earth has been
flattened.
f The shadow height is likely to be slightly higher in the direction of WT3. This is because, out
of the proposed turbines, the elevation angle between the radar and turbine WT3 is highest.
Nevertheless, the elevation angles for WT3 and WT6 are qualitatively similar, so any
differences in shadow height will be small.
g The V110 turbine type was chosen because it has the highest hub height, therefore, the
persistent shadow from the towers will be highest for this turbine. The SG122 turbine type
was chosen because it has the highest blade tip height, therefore, the variable shadow will be
highest for this turbine.
QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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circle icon), and the turbine (black line, with markers indicating the bottom of the
tower, the hub height, and the maximum tip height). The shadow heights are plotted
to the maximum range of the radar (blue line).
The results show that the maximum height of the persistent shadow is approximately
745m AMSL (V110 turbine type). The maximum height of the variable shadow from
the blades is approximately 1,206m AMSL (SG122 turbine type), but the impact is
likely to be less severe because the impact will be intermittent when the blades are
moving.
The detectability of aircraft flying inside the affected airspace could be reduced.

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Maximum
instrumented
range of PSR

WT6 turbine (V110)

Shadow from
terrain

Florennes
PSR

Maximum
instrumented
range of PSR

WT6 turbine (SG122)

Florennes
PSR

Shadow from
terrain

Figure 4-7: Shadow altitude (metres AMSL) due to the Walcourt turbines and the
terrain, as viewed from Florennes PSR in the direction of turbine WT6 (top plot =
V110 turbine type, bottom plot = SG122 turbine type). Green line = shadow altitude
due to terrain only. Solid black line = shadow altitude due to Walcourt towers.
Dashed line = shadow altitude due to Walcourt blades. Blue line = maximum
instrumented range of radar

QINETIQ/20/02768/1.0
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Walcourt and Florinchamps
For this scenario representative dimensions were used for the Florinchamps (hub
height = 120m AGL, maximum tip height = 180m AGL. Using these values, there will
be no increase in the maximum height of the shadow. This is because the direction
where the shadow height is at a maximum, is attributed to the Walcourt turbines
(closer to the radar, higher elevation angles).
4.1.4

Summary of shadowing metrics
Table 4-1 summarises the maximum dimensions of the shadow impact zones for
each wind farm scenario.
Scenario

Dimensions of significant shadow
Maximum
width

Maximum
length

Maximum
height
(persistent
shadow)

Maximum
height (variable
shadow)

Future

3.8 km

96.6 km

745m AMSL

1,206m AMSL

Future worst case

8.0 km

96.6 km

745m AMSL

1,206m AMSL

Table 4-1: Summary of impact zone dimensions for the Future and Future worst
case scenarios

4.2

Turbine clutter (direct reflections from turbines)
The analysis presented in this section addresses the impacts of PSR false target
reports (due to echoes caused by wind turbines) described in section 4.4.3 of the
Eurocontrol guidelines on how to assess the potential impacts of wind turbines on
surveillance radar [3].

4.2.1

NEMESiS
The naval electromagnetic environment simulation suite (NEMESiS) model, used
within the impact assessment, can show how radar beam patterns propagate through
the atmosphere, as well as their interaction with the terrain.
NEMESiS has been developed over the past two decades to model the influence of
the environment on military radar systems for the United Kingdom (UK) Ministry of
Defence (MoD). At the heart of the model is an advanced propagation algorithm that
simulates how microwave energy propagates through the atmosphere, reflects off
the Earth’s surface and diffracts over terrain. One of a number of commercial
applications of NEMESiS is for wind farm radar impact assessments. NEMESiS can
provide easy to understand views that demonstrate the impact of a wind farm.
The SRTM DEM, the turbine RCS, and the characteristics of the radar are all inputs
to NEMESiS. The radar set up used in the modelling is discussed in the next sub
section.

4.2.2

Radar parameters used
A PSR detects objects by transmitting energy from an antenna and then receiving
the echoes. The range of the object is determined by the time of arrival of the echo.
The angular direction (azimuth) is determined by the direction the radar is pointing
when the echo is received. The transmitted antenna beam is very narrow in azimuth,
meaning most power is transmitted in the pointing direction with much less power
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transmitted at other azimuths. This can be seen in the representative PSR horizontal
beam pattern used in the modelling, shown in Figure 4-8. PSRs are designed to
detect targets in the main lobe of the beam. However, very reflective objects may
also be detected through the side lobes. This is referred to as side lobe breakthrough.

Main lobe
First side lobe

Figure 4-8: Representative horizontal beam pattern (relative 1-way power gain (dB))
used in the modelling. The main lobe and the first side lobe are indicated
In a PSR system, the radiation beam is often elevated (electronically or mechanically)
to reduce the effects of clutter close in to the radar. The antenna tilt used by the
Florennes PSR has been taken into account in the modelling.
Some radars, like the Florennes PSR, use two different beams: a “high” beam for
targets at close range, and a “low” beam for targets at long range. The distance where
the radar changes from the high beam to the low beam is called the beam switch
range. For the purpose of this assessment, a beam switch range of 6 nautical miles
(NM) (11.1 km) is assumed. Based on this assumption, all proposed turbines are in
the long detection range, and will be detected through the low beam. All modelling
has been carried out using the low beamh.
The Florennes PSR transmits two types of pulses: bursts of short pulses and long
pulses. The short pulses are used for short range detection of targets, whereas the
long pulses are used for detecting targets at long ranges. It was also assumed that
the radar is operating in long pulse mode with pulse compression.
Air traffic control (ATC) radars need to be extremely sensitive to be able to detect
weak signals from distant aircraft but also cope with much stronger reflections from
nearby objects such as large aircraft and the surrounding terrain. To ensure that the
signal levels are within the dynamic range of the receiver, some radars use a
technique called sensitivity time control (STC), which effectively reduces the gain of
the receiver at close range. A representative STC for long pulse detections was used
in the modelling, and is shown in Figure 4-9. All results in this assessment assume
STC is employed by the radar.

h

Any results shown at ranges less than the beam switch range in Figure 4-10 should be
ignored. This is true for later figures in this report.
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Figure 4-9: Representative STC law used in the modelling
As well as STC, the Florennes PSR employs advanced processing techniques to
enhance the performance of detecting targets in cluttered environments. It is likely to
use some form of moving target indication / detection (MTI/MTD) processing (where
MTD is a more advanced form of MTI) to separate moving objects from stationary
clutter. A representative clutter cancellation factor of 40 dB was assumed in the
modelling. The term MTI has been used throughout the report to refer to Doppler
processing as a whole e.g. both MTI and MTD. The analysis uses the following
terminology:


Fast channel: the resultant output following MTI processing which is identified
as a “moving object” by the system (for static objects e.g. the tower, the MTI
clutter cancellation factor is applied to the tower RCS to represent the amount
of breakthrough into the fast channel);



Slow channel: the resultant output following MTI processing which is identified
as a “stationary object” by the system (for moving objects e.g. the blades, the
MTI clutter cancellation factor is applied to the blade RCS to represent the
amount of breakthrough into the slow channel);



Without MTI: the resultant output when the system does not apply any
Doppler processing. This is commonly referred to as normal radar (NR).

The detectability of the turbine blades and towers in the fast channel and normal
radar mode has been modelled. The detectability of the turbines in the slow channel
has not been modelled, but the worst case detectability impact will be briefly
discussed where applicable.
4.2.3

Beam propagation
Figure 4-10 shows a vertical side slice of the radar beam’s propagation, also known
as pattern propagation factors (PPFs) over the terrain between the Florennes PSR
and turbine WT1 in the proposed wind farm. Yellow to red areas in Figure 4-10 show
regions of high signal strength and blue areas indicate lower strengths. The fanned
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appearance of the beam pattern is mainly caused by the interaction with the terrain.
Reflections from the ground cause constructive and destructive interference, giving
regions of peaks and nulls; this phenomenon is called multipath.
Maximum
blade tip
height

Radar

Hub height
Assumed
beam switch
range

WT1 (turbine
type 3)

Figure 4-10: Side-on view of the radar’s beam propagating over the terrain in the
direction of WT1. White dots indicate the positions of the hub height and the
maximum blade tip height for turbine type 3 (108m AGL and 169m AGL,
respectively). Black line = assumed beam switch range
4.2.4

Probability of detection modelling
NEMESiS was used to calculate the probability of detection (Pd) of the turbines. The
Pd of the tower and blades was calculated separately because the Florennes PSR
can discriminate between stationary and moving objects.
Results are shown in the vertical slice between the radar and WT1, for turbine
detections with and without MTIi filtering. The results are qualitatively the same for all
proposed turbines. A representative STC law was assumed in all calculations. The
maximum RCS values (corresponding to turbine WT1) were used in all calculations.
In each figure in this section, the colours indicate the Pd values at each point of a
point source object with the WT1 tower/blade RCS. Dark red indicates a highj Pd
(approximately 1), whereas blue indicates a low Pd (approximately 0). The colour of
the terrain is not relevant to the modelling. Also shown on each figure are the location
of the WT1 turbine and the beam switch range. The Pd results only apply to targets
located further than the beam switch range. The Pd values within the beam switch
range should be ignored.
As an example, Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 show the Pd results for WT1 in the fast
channel, following MTI filtering. Figure 4-11 shows the worst case results for the
towers. Figure 4-12 shows the worst case results for the blades. The tower RCS and
peak blade RCS values for turbine type 3 (SG122) were used in the calculations. This
turbine type was chosen because it has the largest tower and blade RCS out of the
candidate turbines. The results show that the turbine towers and blades at location
WT1 are likely to be detected in the fast channel when MTI filtering is used in the
i

Any static clutter can usually be filtered out using MTI/MTD. This technique uses the familiar
Doppler effect due to an object’s motion towards, or away from, the PSR to discriminate
moving targets from stationary clutter.
j The human eye can track a target with a Pd of approximately 0.7 consistently on a radar
display. However, automated trackers usually require a Pd > 0.9.
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radar. Although the reflections from the towers are reduced by the MTI filtering, they
are still detectable, and it is likely that this is because the magnitudes of the radar
echoes from the towers are sufficiently high that they are not removed by the MTI
filtering.
Radar

Beam
switch
range

Hub
height

Figure 4-11: Side-on view of the Pd for WT1 turbine tower, detected in the fast
channel, with STC. Turbine type = type 3 (hub height = 108m AGL)
Radar

Beam
switch
range

Extent of
vertically
upright
blade

Figure 4-12: Side-on view of the Pd for WT1 turbine blades, detected in the fast
channel, with STC. Turbine type = type 3 (rotor diameter = 122m). The peak blade
RCS was assumed
Figure 4-13 and Figure 4-14 show the corresponding results without MTI filtering, i.e.
in the case where the radar just looks at detection and doesn’t take Doppler
processing into account. The choice of turbine type, the RCS assumptions, and the
figure conventions are the same as before. It can be seen from the figures that both
the towers and blades are both likely to be detected at the location of WT1 when the
worst case turbine type is assumed.
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Radar

Beam
switch
range
Hub
height

Figure 4-13: Side-on view of the Pd for the WT1 turbine tower, detected without MTI
filtering. Turbine type = type 3 (hub height = 108m AGL). A representative STC law
was assumed
Radar

Extent of
vertically
upright
blade

Beam
switch
range

Figure 4-14: Side-on view of the Pd for WT1 turbine blades, detected without MTI
filtering but with STC. Turbine type = type 3 (rotor diameter = 122m). The peak
blade RCS was assumed
The results are qualitatively the same for the other turbine locations.
To summarise: all proposed turbines are likely to be detectable with and without MTI
when the worst case turbine type is used.
4.2.5

Side lobe breakthrough
PSRs are designed to detect typical aircraft in the main beam. However, very
reflective objects may also be detected through the side lobes. This is referred to as
side lobe breakthrough. Figure 4-15 illustrates side lobe breakthrough, using an
arbitrary radar and turbine RCS. In this example it is assumed that wind turbines have
been placed at all points along the direction marked Azimuth A. The colours show
the Pd of the turbine when the radar is pointing in the direction of the turbines. It can
be seen from the figure that a turbine at Location 1 would be highly detectable within
the 3 dB beamwidth of the main lobe (between azimuths B and C), but there is also
high detection beyond the 3 dB beamwidth due to side lobe breakthrough.
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Edge of 3 dB
beamwidth
(Azimuth B)

Azimuth A
(turbine
bearing)

Location 1
Edge of 3 dB
beamwidth
(Azimuth C)

Radar

Figure 4-15: Illustration of side lobe breakthrough using an arbitrary radar and
turbine RCS. The colours indicate the Pd of the turbine (red = high Pd; blue = low
Pd)
For the purpose of this study, a Pd greater than 0.5 will be considered to be significant
in terms of the clutter impact.
4.2.6

Clutter footprint estimates
NEMESiS was used to calculate the extent of the side lobe breakthrough from the
Walcourt towers and blades at location WT1. The worst case turbine (SG122) was
used in the calculations, as per section 4.2.4. It was assumed that the radar uses
STC and the blades are moving faster than the minimum filter speed used in the
Doppler processing.
The results for WT1 were found to be qualitatively the same for the other turbines.
Accordingly, the results for WT1 were applied to the other turbine locations in order
to estimate the overall extent of the clutter patch that could appear on the radar
screen. The results are shown and discussed in sections 4.2.7 to 4.2.10. The clutter
from nearby wind turbines in radar LoS will also be shown, but only the detections
through the main lobe have been taken into account. Therefore, the cumulative clutter
is likely to be an underestimate.
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4.2.7

Tower detections in the fast channel
Figure 4-16 shows the clutter impact from the Walcourt towers in the fast channel.
The clutter due to main lobe detection is shown as green polygons; the clutter due to
side lobe detections is shown as blue polygons. The indicative clutter from other
nearby wind farms in radar LoS is shown as red and yellow polygons (yellow = clutter
from existing wind turbines, red = clutter from other turbines in planning). This
convention is used in subsequent figures.
There is only a small amount of side lobe breakthrough. The angular width of the
clutter from each turbine is approximately 4.1 degrees, taking into account main lobe
and side lobe detections. The tower impacts will be persistent.
Clutter due to main
lobe detections
(green)

Clutter due to side
lobe detections
(blue)

Figure 4-16: Estimated Walcourt clutter due to tower detections in the fast channel
(green patches = clutter due to main lobe detections, blue patches = clutter due to
side lobe detections). Yellow patches = clutter from existing turbines; red patches =
clutter from other planned turbines
4.2.8

Tower detections without MTI (NR)
The results for this case are shown in Figure 4-17. There is a large amount of clutter
due to side lobe detections (blue areas). The angular width of the clutter from each
turbine is approximately 133.8 degrees, taking into account main lobe and side lobe
detections. The impact will be persistent. The clutter from tower detections in the slow
channel will be qualitatively the same.
It would be relatively simple to significantly reduce the clutter by changing the tower
shape so that radar energy is reflected away from the PSR.
It is noted that the blue areas are where the majority of significant side lobe detections
will occur. The towers could be detectable at wider angles, but this will only affect
small areas that are sparsely distributed.
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Clutter due to side
lobe detections

3.0°N

Clutter due
to main lobe
detections

225.7°N
Figure 4-17: Estimated Walcourt clutter due to tower detections without MTI (green
patches = clutter due to main lobe detections, blue patches = clutter due to side
lobe detections). Yellow patches = clutter from existing turbines; red patches =
clutter from other planned turbines
4.2.9

Blade detections in the fast channel
Figure 4-18 shows the clutter impact from blade reflections detected in the fast
channel, calculated using the peak blade RCS. It is assumed the blades are moving
faster than the minimum filter speed used in the Doppler filtering. Figure 4-18 shows
there is a large amount of clutter due to side lobe detections (blue areas). The angular
width of the clutter from each turbine is approximately 133.2 degrees, taking into
account main lobe and side lobe detections.
Clutter due to side
lobe detections

2.8°N

Clutter due to
main lobe
detections

225.9°N
Figure 4-18: Estimated Walcourt clutter due to peak blade detections in the fast
channel (green patches = clutter due to main lobe detections, blue patches = clutter
due to side lobe detections). Yellow patches = clutter from existing turbines; red
patches = clutter from other planned turbines
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If the blades are moving, the clutter impact in Figure 4-18 is unlikely to be persistent,
and the typical levels of side lobe breakthrough will potentially be lower. As an
example, if the typical blade RCSk is used in the calculations, the angular width of
side lobe breakthrough is greatly reduced (Figure 4-19). The angular width of the
clutter from each turbine is approximately 16.5 degrees, taking into account main
lobe and side lobe detections. The impact will be even smaller in the slow channel.

Clutter due to
main lobe
304.5°N
detections

284.4°N

Clutter due
to side lobe
detections

Figure 4-19: Turbine clutter due to typical blade reflections in the fast channel
4.2.10

Blade detections without MTI (NR)
The results for this case will be qualitatively the same as for the blade detections in
the fast channel (section 4.2.9).

4.2.11

Discussion and Summary
Table 4-2 summarises the maximum and average clutter impacts for the three
detection cases (NR, fast, and slow). For each impact scenario, the turbine
component that has the biggest impact (blades or tower) is shown, along with the
azimuth extent of the total Walcourt clutter and a reference to the figure that shows
the clutter impact.

k

The blades are usually moving, therefore, the time-averaged blade RCS will be lower than
the peak value. This is referred to as the typical blade RCS in this study. It is assumed that
the typical blade RCS is 20 dB lower than the maximum.
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Case

NR

Figure
showing
the impact

137.3 degrees

Figure
4-17

Level of
impact

Maximum

Towers, but the impact
from the blades is similar

Average

Towers

Maximum

Blades (peak blade RCS)

136.9 degrees

Figure
4-18

Average

Blades (typical blade
RCS)

20.1 degrees

Figure
4-19

Towers

Not modelled.
Impact will be
qualitatively
similar to NR

Not
applicable

Fast

Maximum
Slow

Approximate
azimuth extent
of the total
Walcourt
clutter

Which part of the turbine
is responsible (towers or
blades)?

Average

Table 4-2: Summary of the maximum and average clutter impacts for the three
detection cases (NR, fast, and slow)

4.3

Turbine clutter, cumulative impact with other wind farms
Figure 4-20 shows the maximum clutter impact from Walcourt (towers, NR) in relation
to the clutter from other wind farms within approximately 30 km. As discussed in
section 4.2.6, the clutter from the other turbines is only an estimate, and does not
take into account side lobe detections. There are several other wind farms that are
at similar range to Walcourt, and could potentially have similar levels of side lobe
breakthrough.

Maximum clutter
impact from
Walcourt

30 km range
ring around
Walcourt

Figure 4-20: Maximum clutter impact from Walcourt, plus clutter from other wind
turbines within approximately 30 km. Yellow polygons = clutter from existing
turbines; red polygons = clutter from other planned turbines. Side lobe breakthrough
not modelled for other wind farms
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The Florennes PSR will potentially use methods such as CFAR processing to reduce
the size of the clutter patch by desensitising the radar in this area. This means the
size of the clutter patches may be smaller, but the Pd of aircraft will also be reduced.
The CFAR raised threshold impact is assessed in section 4.4.
Finally, it is noted that some radars use signal processing methods to prevent the
wind farm clutter from being shown on the radar display. If clutter impacts are of
concern to Skeyes, this could be considered as a potential mitigation. The feasibility
of any mitigation solution would require agreement from the radar stakeholder.

4.4

CFAR raised thresholds
The analysis presented in this section addresses the impacts of PSR raised
thresholds due to the impact on CFAR processing, as described in section 4.4.7 of
the Eurocontrol guidelines [3]. A medium fidelity assessment has been carried out as
described in [14]. The assessment only considers the impact on aircraft detections in
the fast channel. A detailed analysis of the impact without MTI, or in the slow channel,
would require an analysis of the terrain powers and is beyond the scope of the study.

4.4.1

Discussion
To a good approximation, a large object such as a wind turbine within the CFAR
footprint will only decrease the Pd of an aircraft if the turbine is detectable, i.e. its
radar echoes are larger than the existing clutter. If the turbine echo exceeds the
background clutter, it might raise the average clutter signal used in the CFAR cell
averaging method to set the detection threshold.
Two types of cell averaging methods are commonly used in radars: greatest of cell
averaging (GOCA) and least of cell averaging (LOCA). GOCA sets the threshold
based on the greater of the average clutter signals in front and behind the cell under
test (CUT), whereas, LOCA sets the threshold based on the smaller of the average
clutter signals in front and behind the CUT.
LOCA implementations are less likely to lead to a reduction in aircraft Pd where a
turbine only appears on one side of the CUT. This is because the threshold is set
using the smaller average clutter level, which is unaffected by the presence of the
turbine on the other side. The impact on a LOCA scheme is greater when wind
turbines appear on both sides of the CUT.
To estimate the severity of the impact, it is assumed that the background clutter
statistics are noise-like. Pulse compression and pulse integration effects have been
taken into account. The representative STC law from Figure 4-9 is assumed.

4.4.2

CFAR algorithm used in Florennes PSR
Due to the commercial sensitivity of the Thales STAR2000 CFAR processing
description, a representative GOCA scheme is assumed, similar to the one used in
the Thales TA10 PSR [15]. The assumed CFAR algorithm is taken from an Intersoft
Electronics technical specification [15] and summarised in Table 4-3.
Parameter
Number of guard cells on either side of the CUT
Number of cells to be averaged on either side of the CUT
CFAR scheme

Value
3
16
GOCA

Table 4-3: Assumed CFAR signal processing
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4.4.3

CFAR impact zones
The footprint where a wind turbine could raise the CFAR threshold, leading to a
possible loss of aircraft detection, is referred to as the CFAR impact zone. In this
section the impact zone due to Walcourt is shown in relation to other wind farm impact
zones. Side lobe detection was taken into account for the proposed turbines, but not
for the other wind farms.
Figure 4-21 shows the results for aircraft detected in the fast channel. The maximum
impact zone from Walcourt (SG122 turbine types, peak blade RCS) is shown as a
black outlined polygon, overlaid on the impact zones from existing wind farms (yellow
polygons). The green areas (labelled “Region A”) and blue areas (labelled
“Region B”) show the areas where Walcourt creates a new CFAR impact due to main
lobe detections and side lobe detections, respectively. The returns through the side
lobes will be significantly weaker compared to the main lobes, therefore, the severity
of the CFAR impact is likely to be greater for aircraft flying in Region A. To illustrate
this behaviour, the severity of the impact is investigated for various aircraft detection
scenarios in section 4.4.4.
Figure 4-22 shows the areas (red) where other wind farms in planning will create a
new CFAR impact.

30 km range
ring around
Walcourt

Region B: new impact
from Walcourt due to side
lobe detections

Region A: new impact
from Walcourt due to
main lobe detections

Impact zone from
Walcourt in
isolation (black
outlined polygon)

Belgium
border

Figure 4-21: CFAR impact zones where aircraft detected in the fast channel could
potentially be affected. Black outline = impact zone from Walcourt in isolation
(SG122, peak blade RCS); yellow polygons = impact from existing wind farms; blue
and green polygons = areas where Walcourt creates a new impact due to main lobe
detections (green) and side lobe detections (blue). Side lobe detections not
modelled for the other wind farms
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Red polygons = new
impact from other
planned turbines

Belgium
border

Impact zone
from
Walcourt in
isolation
(black
outlined
polygon)

Figure 4-22: Additional impact from other planned wind farms (red). Side lobe
detection not modelled for the other wind farms
4.4.4

Severity of the impact
The behaviour is illustrated for a small aircraft, e.g. a Cessna or a Microlight, in the
CUT with a representative RCS of 0 dBsml. The aircraft is assumed to be at the same
elevation as the turbines, and the turbine is detected in the main lobe (Region A).
Based on this scenario, the received power from the aircraft was estimated to be
-112.32 dBWm.
Figure 4-23 shows the impacts on the CFAR scheme when the aircraft is detected in
the fast channel. The top plot shows the worst case impact, calculated using the peak
blade RCS for turbine WT3, whereas, the bottom plot shows the received powers
when an estimate of the typical blade RCS is used. In the signal level plots the
received power levels (dBW) in each range cell are shown as blue dotsn, the signal
level in the CUT is shown as a pink dot, the GOCA average power is shown as a
green line and the detection threshold is shown as a red line. In both plots the CFAR
scheme is shown underneath the signal levels, with guard cells shaded yellow and
averaged cells shown in red.
It can be seen from Figure 4-23 that for both the peak and typical RCS values, the
detection threshold is raised above the received power level from the aircraft, and the

l

In the same way as a wind turbine will have a distribution of RCS values, so will an aircraft.
Aircraft RCS values presented in this report should be regarded as typical representative
estimates of reflectivity.
m Units of power are typically measured in decibels referenced to one milliwatt, abbreviated
as dBm, or to one Watt, abbreviated as dBW. For example, 1 Watt is equivalent to 1000 mW
= 10log10(1000) = 30 dBm = 0 dBW.
n In cells where a wind turbine is not present, the received power levels are calculated with
an illustrative distribution centred on the noise floor for the radar.
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aircraft is unlikely to be detected. This is to be expected, since both the peak and
typical turbine RCS levels are considerably larger than the assumed aircraft RCS.

Turbine echo raises
the threshold

Raised threshold
Aircraft echo is
below the raised
threshold

Raised threshold

Aircraft echo
is below the
raised
threshold

Figure 4-23: GOCA illustration for a representative small aircraft (RCS = 0 dBsm) in
the CUT, turbine detection through main lobe (Region A). The aircraft is detected in
the fast channel. Top image = impact of turbine WT3 on the detection threshold (red
line) when the peak blade RCS is used. Bottom image = impact of WT3 when the
typical RCS value is used. Aircraft is at the same elevation as the turbines. A
representative STC law is assumed
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The impact will depend on factors such as the RCS of the aircraft, the position of the
aircraft in the antenna beam, and whether the turbine is detected through the main
lobe or the side lobes.
The results shown in Figure 4-23 assumed that the aircraft was at the same elevation
angle as the turbines. This means that the power transmitted in the direction of the
aircraft and the turbines is the same. The Florennes PSR uses a directional antenna,
with lower power being transmitted at low elevation angles, compared to higher
angles. This is a usual method used by radars to minimise the strength of radar
echoes from targets at low elevation angles, such as the ground, buildings and wind
turbines. Another case of interest is when the aircraft is at a height where the
maximum signal strength is transmitted, i.e. in the boresight of the radar antenna
pattern. This case can be considered to be the best-case, where the power
transmitted in the direction of the aircraft is a maximum. In other words, most power
is being transmitted at the elevation angles where the aircraft of interest are likely to
be.
The modelling shown in Figure 4-23 was repeated for the following cases:








Aircraft sizes
o

Small aircraft with an RCS of 0 dBsm. This is representative of a
Cessna or a Microlight; and

o

Medium sized aircraft with an RCS of 20 dBsm. This is a
representative RCS value for an airliner.

Elevation of aircraft
o

Same as turbines; and

o

In antenna pattern boresight as discussed above.

Turbine detected through
o

Main lobe (Region A); and

o

Side lobes (Region B). For this assessment it is assumed that
detection through the side lobes means a 60 dB reduction in signal
strengtho.

Turbine RCS
o

Worst case (peak blade RCS); and

o

Typical (peak blade RCS reduced by 20 dB)

The results are summarised in Table 4-4, using the following colour convention:


Green = aircraft echo is at least 3 dB greater than detection threshold;



Yellow = aircraft echo is detectable but is within 3 dB of the threshold; and



Red = aircraft is echo is at least 3 dB below the detection threshold.

o

Using a constant dB reduction in the side lobes is an approximation. In reality the beam
pattern will vary smoothly with angle, and there is no hard cut off between the main lobe and
the side lobes. Therefore, the results in region B are indicative only, and the severity of the
impact is likely to be an underestimate for aircraft in region B that are near to the A/B
boundary. In this case, it is prudent to exercise caution and assume that the severity of the
CFAR impact will be same as region A in order to give a conservative estimate of the impact.
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In Region A, there is only one scenario where the aircraft is detectable - a medium
sized aircraft at high elevation. The aircraft returns are only marginally above the
detection threshold when the typical RCS is used, therefore, the detectability will be
sensitive to small changes to the aircraft RCS, and will be intermittent if the blades
are moving.
In Region B, the aircraft is detectable for all scenarios.
Aircraft

CFAR footprint region and RCS assumption
Region A
Maximum
blade
RCS

Small
aircraft

Medium
Aircraft

Typical
blade
RCS

Region B
Maximum
blade
RCS

Typical
blade
RCS

Same elevation
as turbine
High elevation
Same elevation
as turbine
High elevation

Table 4-4: Summary of CFAR impacts for different aircraft scenarios. The aircraft is
assumed to be detected in the fast channel

4.5

False target reports (indirect reflections from turbines)
The analysis presented in this section addresses the impacts on PSR false target
reports (due to secondary or indirect reflections from the wind turbines) as described
in section 4.4.4 of the Eurocontrol guidelines [3].

4.5.1

Discussion
The process of aircraft detection using radar is that a pulse of energy is transmitted
by the radar, which propagates out into the atmosphere and reflects off of objects,
such as aircraft. If the strength of this direct reflected signal is strong enough, it will
then be received by the radar, causing a detection. The range of the aircraft is
determined by how long the pulse took to be received, whilst the bearing is simply
taken from the pointing direction of the antenna at the time of detection.
Problems can arise when this direct signal then reflects off of other objects, such as
wind turbines. If this secondary reflection is strong enough, it can also be detected
by the radar. This effect can reduce the detection accuracy of the real aircraft in range
and bearing. In some circumstances, if the path difference between the direct and
reflected signals is great enough, the reflected signal can appear as a totally separate
target, commonly referred to as a false target.
However, since the secondary reflection is a re-reflection of the direct signal, it is
likely to be much weaker, making it more difficult to detect. The effect is highly
dependent on turbine orientation, and the location of the aircraft with respect to the
turbines. Consequently, the effect is usually changeable, due to the variability of
turbine RCS, and often fleeting. Figure 4-24 illustrates the process by which a false
target could be detected.
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Figure 4-24 Illustration of how a weaker reflected signal can lead to false targets
The volume of airspace where false targets could occur is referred to as the false
target zone. It is the airspace where radaraircraftturbineradar or
radarturbineaircraftradar reflections are strong enough to be detected and lead
to a false target. The false target itself may appear outside of the false target zone.
The size of the false target zone is directly dependent on the RCS of the aircraft,
since the amount of energy reflected off of the turbine is dependent on the amount of
energy initially reflected by the aircraft. A representative aircraft RCS of 10 dBsm was
used in all calculations.
The modelling assumes flat earth, i.e. earth curvature is not taken into account. This
is considered to be a good approximation at short ranges from the radar. However,
the results at long range should be treated as indicative only. The false plot results
do not take account of later signal processing that may reject the false plots.
STC was assumed for all modelling.
4.5.2

Blade false target zone
In this section the maximum and average impact from blades of the Walcourt turbines
is quantified. It is assumed the blades are moving, therefore, the results only apply
to aircraft detected in the fast channel or without MTI. The impact in the slow channel
will be smaller, and is not taken into consideration.
The maximum impact zone from the blades was calculated using the peak blade RCS
of the Type 3 turbine. This turbine type was chosen because it has the longest blades.
The zone is plotted in Figure 4-25 and has the following approximate dimensions:


Bearing range: 292.1°N to 297.7°N;



Distance from PSR: 0km to 19.2km; and



Maximum height: 3,479m AMSL.

False plots of aircraft in this zone are unlikely to be persistent due to the motion of
the blades, and the motion of the aircraft.
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Proposed
turbines

Radar

Figure 4-25: False target zone (metres AMSL) due to Walcourt turbines (green
dots) based on the peak blade RCS for turbine Type 3 (rotor diameter = 122m) and
an aircraft RCS of 10 dBsm. Yellow / Red dots = existing / other planned turbines
(not included in calculation). Blue lines = Skeyes airspace boundaries

Proposed
turbines
Radar

Height (metres AMSL)

The average impact zone will be smaller if the blades are moving, due to the blade
RCS varying over time. Using the typical blade RCS of the Type 3 turbine, the impact
zone was recalculated, and the results are shown in Figure 4-26. It can be seen that
the average impact is much smaller than the maximum impact, and is localised
around the turbines.

Figure 4-26: False target zone (m AMSL) due to Walcourt turbines (green dots)
based on the typical blade RCS for turbine Type 3 (rotor diameter = 122m) and an
aircraft RCS of 10 dBsm. Yellow / red dots = existing / other planned turbines (not
included in calculation). Blue lines = Skeyes airspace boundaries
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4.5.3

Tower false target zone
In this section the persistent impact from the Walcourt towers is estimated. This will
quantify the impact on aircraft detections in the slow channel or NR mode. The towers
are static, therefore, the impact in the fast channel will be smaller, and is not taken
into consideration.
The tower false target zone was calculated assuming the tower RCS of the Type 3
tower. The results is are plotted in Figure 4-27. The impact zones has the following
approximate dimensions:


Bearing range: 292.3°N to 297.6°N;



Distance from PSR: 0km to 18.9km; and



Maximum height: 3,168m AMSL.

False plots of aircraft in this zone are unlikely to be persistent due to the motion of
the aircraft. Also, the methodology assumes that the turbine towers have the same
RCS in all directions. This is likely to result in an overestimate in the maximum height
of the zone, since the towers will scatter less energy into high elevations.

Height (metres AMSL)

The impact will be significantly reduced if the aircraft is detected in the fast channel.

Proposed
turbines

Radar

Figure 4-27: False target zone (m AMSL) due to Walcourt turbines (green dots)
based on the tower RCS for turbine type 3 (hub height = 108m AGL) and an aircraft
RCS of 10 dBsm. Yellow / red dots = existing / other planned turbines (not included
in calculation). Blue lines = Skeyes airspace boundaries

4.6

Receiver saturation
The assessment described in this section addresses the impacts of radar receiver
saturation on the radar, as discussed in section 4.4.8 of the Eurocontrol
guidelines [3].

4.6.1

Discussion
If a received signal is greater than the radar’s maximum detectable signal (MDS), the
signal can cause the radar’s receiver to go into saturation, causing a loss of sensitivity
and, consequently, a loss of detection. To determine if the reflections from the
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turbines are likely to cause any receiver saturation, the power received can be
calculated by the radar equation given in Equation 4-2, and compared against the
instantaneous dynamic range for the radar.

Pr 

Pt  G 2    2  F 4
4   3 R 4
Equation 4-2: Radar equation

Pr = power received at the antenna, Pt = power transmitted by the antenna, G =
antenna gain,  = RCS,  = wavelength of transmitted energy, R = distance to the
wind farm and F4 = 2-way power PPF, where F is defined as the ratio of electric field
strength with and without the terrain. The smallest signal detectable by the radar
receiver is defined by the noise that is inherent in any electrical system. The MDS is
set up to ensure that the probability of getting a false detection from this noise is low
enough that it is not detrimental to radar performance, yet allowing maximum
sensitivity in the receiver. The instantaneous dynamic range of the radar, which is
defined as the largest measurable signal divided by the smallest, combined with the
MDS, allows the radar’s saturation level to be determined.
4.6.2

Assessment
Based on the known parameters for the radar, the saturation level within the radar
receiver was estimated to be -48 dBm. If a signal greater than this is received by the
radar, it is likely to go into saturation and, hence, a loss of sensitivity will occur.
The modelled instantaneous power for the blade and the tower, with and without
STC, are shown in Table 4-5. All results were calculated using the Type 3 turbine
because it has the highest tower RCS and blade RCS. In the table:


Green cells = no saturation impact and received powers are at least 3 dB
below the saturation level;



Yellow cells = marginal saturation impact. Received powers are less than 3dB
above the saturation level; and



Red cells = saturation impact. Received powers are 3 dB or more above the
saturation level.

Turbine ID

Maximum instantaneous received power (dBm)
Blades

Towers

Combined

STC

No
STC

STC

No
STC

STC

No STC

WT1

-59.5

-43.4

-62.5

-46.5

-57.7

-41.7

WT2

-59.6

-43.0

-62.6

-46.1

-57.8

-41.3

WT3

-58.1

-41.0

-61.4

-44.4

-56.5

-39.4

WT4

-59.3

-43.0

-64.4

-48.0

-58.1

-41.8

WT5

-59.3

-42.3

-63.3

-46.3

-57.9

-40.9

WT6

-59.6

-42.0

-63.3

-45.7

-58.0

-40.4

Table 4-5: Instantaneous received power (dBm) from the blades, tower, and whole
turbine for turbine type 3. The peak blade RCS was used in the blade calculations
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The results show that when STC is used, the combined powers from the towers and
the blades are well below the saturation level. Without STC, the blades and the
towers have the potential to saturate the radar receiver, leading to a possible loss of
sensitivity. The impact will be persistent.

4.7

Plot thresholding
In this assessment the impact of the Walcourt turbines on the plot thresholding
capability of the Florennes PSR is investigated. The methodology is discussed in
[16].

4.7.1

Discussion
In ATC radars the path of the aircraft can be plotted over time by analysing the target
detections over multiple radar scans. Aircraft plots assist ATC operators in
maintaining situational awareness of airspace under their control, by helping them to
differentiate between aircraft and analyse their trajectories. To ensure that spurious
plots due to clutter are not displayed on the radar screen, a plot threshold is used to
filter them out. This filter is applied to small areas of the screen and plots are filtered
based on the power of the received signal. Therefore, strong echoes from clutter such
as wind turbines can potentially raise the plot threshold, resulting in weaker aircraft
plots being rejected.
The ratiop between the received powers from the aircraft and the turbines is given by
Equation 4-3:
Pratio 

GA 2  A FA 4
GT 2  T FT 4

,

Equation 4-3: ratio between power received from aircraft and power received from
turbine
Where


GA and GT = 1-way antenna gains in the directions of the aircraft and the
turbines;



(FA)4 and (FT)4 = 2-way power PPFs in the directions of the aircraft and the
turbines. For this assessment, the free space value (0 dB) was assumed for
both (FA)4 and (FT)4;



A = aircraft RCS; and



T = turbine RCS.

The geometry used in the calculation is shown in Figure 4-28.

p

Because a small patch is used in the plot thresholding algorithm, a single range value can
be approximated for the area that the filter will be applied to.
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Aircraft
(A)

A

Transmitted signal
in direction of
aircraft, plus direct
reflection

T

GA

GT

Transmitted signal in
direction of turbine,
plus direct reflection

Radar

Turbine
(T)

Figure 4-28: Geometry used in plot thresholding impact assessment
If Pratio is less than 1 in the patch that the filter is applied to, the plot from the wind
turbine will take precedence over a plot from an aircraft, and there will be a plot
thresholding impact. Using this condition, it can be shown that there is likely to be an
impact if the aircraft RCS is below a minimum value, given by Equation 4-4:

 A,min 

GT 2 FT 4  T
GA 2 FA 4

.

Equation 4-4: Minimum aircraft RCS required for no plot thresholding impact
Skeyes has also requested a map of range-azimuth cells (each measuring 2 NM by
5 degrees) in the vicinity of the turbines. Skeyes will use this to determine the size of
the impacted zone. The clutter footprints where the turbines could be detected are
also shown. In principle, if the turbines are detectable they could have an impact on
plot thresholding.
4.7.2

Results
To illustrate the extent to which the wind farm clutter could affect the cells used in the
plot thresholding algorithm, Figure 4-29 shows the maximum Walcourt clutter
(towers, no MTI) overlaid on a grid of 2 NM x 5 degree cells. The clutter from other
wind farms within 30km of Walcourt is also shown. A zoomed in view is shown in
Figure 4-30.
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Walcourt
clutter (main
lobe
detections)

Walcourt clutter
(side lobe
detections)

Figure 4-29: Maximum clutter impact from Walcourt (SG122 towers, no MTI)
overlaid on a grid of 2 NM x 5 degree cells (cyan). Green and blue polygons =
Walcourt clutter patches due to main lobe and side lobe detections, respectively.
Dark blue lines = Skeyes airspace boundaries. Yellow patches = clutter from
existing wind turbines. Red patches = clutter from other planned turbines. Side lobe
breakthrough not modelled for other turbines

Walcourt
clutter (main
lobe
detections)

Walcourt
clutter (side
lobe
detections)
Figure 4-30: Zoomed in view of Figure 4-29
Table 4-6 shows the minimum aircraft RCS that is not affected by plot thresholding,
for the case where the turbine and aircraft are both detected through the main lobe.
The results from the blades and towers are calculated separately, and it is assumed
the blades are moving and will have a variable impact. The SG122 turbine type was
used in the calculations. Calculations were made for two aircraft heights: 500 feet
and 1,000 feet above the turbines.
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A,min (dBsm)
Turbine
component

Aircraft height
MTI
= 1,000 feet
configuration
above wind
farm

Aircraft
height = 500
feet above
wind farm

Towers

NR and Slow

41.0

43.8

Blades (peak
blade RCS)

NR and Fast

41.7

44.5

Blades (typical
blade RCS)

NR and Fast

21.7

24.5

Table 4-6: Minimum aircraft RCS that is unaffected by plot thresholding impacts.
Turbines assumed to be detected through the main lobe
In order to put these results into context, representative RCS values for various sizes
of aircraft are shown in Table 4-7, taken from a QinetiQ in-house database. The exact
RCS of an aircraft will depend on its orientation with respect to the radar viewing
angle. For example, if an aircraft is viewed end-on it will have a smaller RCS than if
it is viewed broadside, due to the fact that aircraft are usually asymmetric.
Nevertheless, using representative RCS values gives an indication of whether or not
the plot thresholding impact will be acceptable to the radar operator.
Aircraft description

Example
aircraft

Representative
RCS (dBsm)

Very small aircraft

Cessna 172

0

Small aircraft

F16

8

Medium jet airliner

Boeing 757

23

Large jet airliner

Boeing 747

28

Table 4-7: Representative RCS values for various aircraft
If the turbine is detected through the side lobes (blue areas in Figure 4-29) the impact
will be significantly reduced. As an example, if the turbines are more than 7.5 degrees
away from the antenna boresight, the received powers from the turbines will be
reduced by at least 50 dB, and there would be no plot thresholding impact on any of
the aircraft sizes in Table 4-7.
Based on these representative values, the following conclusions are made:

4.8



If the turbines are detected through the main lobe, all size of aircraft are likely
to be persistently impacted if they are detected in the slow channel or without
MTI. Although all sizes of aircraft could also be impacted in the fast channel,
the impact on large aircraft could potentially be intermittent; very small to
medium sized aircraft are likely to be persistently impacted; and



If the turbines are detected through the side lobes, there is no plot
thresholding impact for any of the aircraft sizes in Table 4-7.

Other detection losses
Section 4.4.12 of the Eurocontrol guidelines [3] recommends that other PSR
detection losses should be assessed, such as plot density filtering and time needed
to start a new track (track initialisation) in case of track loss in the mono-radar tracker.
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4.8.1

Discussion
Some ATC primary radars use algorithms where plots on successive scans are
associated to form a track. The PSR track can be matched with SSR information
including the height and identity (ID) of the aircraft.
PSR plots caused by wind turbines have the potential to affect the performance of
radar trackers. The main impacts are:
(1) the turbines themselves initiating a track;
(2) Genuine tracks being steered away from the real aircraft plots by the wind
farm plots, referred to as track-seduction;
(3) Loss of genuine tracks, or failure to initialise a genuine track, due to detection
losses.
The operational significance of the impacts will depend on the location of the clutter
in relation to aircraft movements, and the type of airspace in which the turbines are
located.
Impacts (1) and (2) could potentially occur if an aircraft is flying over a region of wind
farm clutter. Only the clutter from main lobe detections will be considered in the
assessment. Impact (3) is attributed to detection losses due to CFAR impacts and
shadowing. The size of the impact zone will depend on how many scans (N) are
required in order to confirm a track, the rotation rate of the radar, and the speed (v)
of the target.
The effect of ghost targets (false plots due to indirect reflections from wind turbines)
is not taken into account, as this is likely to be a second order effect and is likely to
be fully mitigated by the radar’s signal processing.

4.8.2

Results
Figure 4-31 shows the impact zones due to the proposed Walcourt turbines, plotted
on different scales. The calculations assumed N = 5, v = 1,000 kilometres per hour
(kph) and a radar rotation period of 4 seconds. In the figure:


Green filled areas = significant CFAR impact zoneq. Red filled areas = significant
shadowing from Walcourt in isolation;



Red and green outlines = areas where impact (3) could occur due to shadowing
and CFAR raised threshold impacts, respectively. The impact zones for impact
(3) will vary for different aircraft speeds; and



Small black polygons = areas where impacts (1) and (2) could occur due to wind
turbine clutter. The impacts are limited to the vicinity of the wind farm, but would
cover a larger area if side lobe detection is taken into account.

The tracking impacts from other wind farms have not been taken into account.
However, the locations of other turbines are shown as red and yellow dots in the
bottom plot for reference.

qOnly

the CFAR impact zone from the main lobe will be considered, as per the results from
section 4.4.3.
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Significant
shadow from
Walcourt only
Impact 3 due to
shadowing
Belgium
border

CFAR
impact
zone

Impact 3 due
to CFAR
raised
thresholds

Maximum
instrumented
range

Impacts 1 & 2
due to turbine
clutter

Shadow impact

Impact 3 due to
shadowing
CFAR impact
zone

Florennes
PSR

Impact 3 due
to CFAR
raised
thresholds

Impacts 1 & 2
due to turbine
clutter

Figure 4-31: Impact zones where tracking could potentially be affected for an
aircraft travelling at 1,000 kph, as viewed from the Florennes PSR. Top = zoomed
out plot, bottom = zoomed in plot. Black polygons = areas where impacts 1 and 2
could occur. Red and green outlines = areas where impact 3 could occur due to
shadowing and CFAR raised threshold impacts. Green polygon = significant CFAR
impact zone (main lobe detections only). Red areas = significant shadow. Yellow /
red dots = existing turbines / other planned turbines. Magenta line = Belgium
border. Blue line = maximum instrumented range of PSR
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4.9

Weather channel
Some ATC radars, like the Florennes PSR, have an optional weather channel. The
impact of wind turbines on PSR weather channels is not discussed in the Eurocontrol
guidelines [3] but has been identified as a potential concern by Skeyes for previous
assessments of the Florennes PSR.

4.9.1

Discussion
Weather radars use reflectivity as a display of the echo intensity, which is measured
in units of Z (mm6/m3), and is essentially the amount of transmitted power returned
back to the radar receiver. In general, dedicated weather radars present two forms
of reflectivity data; base and composite. Base reflectivity images are typically
information from the lowest elevation angle that has been scanned, and are used to
detect precipitation and hail that is closest to the ground. Composite reflectivity is the
maximum echo intensity across all the layers in elevation, at all ranges from the radar,
and is used to determine highest reflectivity in all echoes. Composite reflectivity is
often important for revealing storm structure features and intensity trends of storms.
The reflectivity data is usually presented in units of dBZ.
The Florennes PSR is not a dedicated weather radar and uses a single elevation
beam and specific signal processing to determine the reflectivity values. Therefore,
the output from the PSR will be akin to the base reflectivity images produced by
dedicated weather radar systems. Based on experiences of similar systems, it is
assumed that the weather channel provided six weather maps. Six levels of
reflectivity have been defined [17] and are shown in Table 4-8.
Level

Intensity

Reflectivity (dBZ)

1

Light

0 – 29

2

Moderate

30 –40

3

Heavy

41 – 45

4

Heavy

46 –49

5

Extreme

50 – 56

6

Extreme

> 57
Table 4-8: Levels of reflectivity for precipitation

A top level assessment of the impact of the turbines on the weather channel of the
Florennes PSR has been carried out. This assessment assumes that the level of
precipitation is being detected in the fast channel, therefore, the ground clutter will be
removed. This implies that any impact from the turbine tower will also be removed
post the processing. Therefore, this assessment is only considering the impact from
the blades.
The reflectivity can be calculated using the radar range equation for weather radar
[18], as shown in Equation 4-5.
Z

Pr  R 2  2  512
Pt  G 2   3    c   K

2

Equation 4-5: Weather radar range equation
Where:

Pr = received signal power (Watts (W))
R = range to the turbine (metres)
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 = radar wavelength (metres)
Pt = peak power (W)
G = gain (unitless)
 = azimuth beam width (degrees)
 = elevation beam width (degrees)
c = speed of light (ms-1)
 = pulse length (seconds)
|K|2 = complex dielectric factor, for water = 0.93 (unitless)
Z = reflectivity (m6/m3).
It was assumed that the weather channel is calibrated so that the sensitivity is 0 dBZ
at a range of 100 km. This is typical of how dedicated weather radars are set up. If
Skeyes uses a different calibration setting for the Florennes PSR, the results can be
updated.
Using a representative range of 15 km for the Walcourt wind farm, the minimum
detectable reflectivity at the range of the turbines was estimated to be approximately
-16 dBZ. From Table 4-8, it can be seen that the radar should be able to measure the
lowest level, level 1, of precipitation at the range of the wind farm.
4.9.2

Impact in Region A
Region A is where the turbines will be detected through the main antenna lobe, as
indicated by the green areas in Figure 4-18. Assuming the peak blade RCS, the
turbine reflectivity in Region A is approximately 63 dBZ. This is larger than any of the
levels in Table 4-8, meaning the radar would not be able to measure any level of
precipitation.
However, it should be noted that the peak blade RCS will only be present
intermittently as the blades rotate. For detecting reflectivity, weather processing tends
to integrate data over longer periods of time compared to normal PSR operation, and
so there is the potential that any impacts from flashes from the turbine blades will be
minimised during processing. Using a representative value for the typical blade RCS
(peak RCS minus 20 dB), the reflectivity is reduced to 43 dBZ. Comparing with Table
4-8, the radar would only be able to detect precipitation levels 4, 5 and 6 in Region A.

4.9.3

Impact in Region B
Region B is where the turbines will be detected through the antenna side lobes, as
indicated by the blue areas in Figure 4-18. Assuming a 60 dB side lobe reduction, the
maximum turbine reflectivity is Region B is approximately 3 dBZ, which is only 3 dB
above the lowest reflectivity value in level 1. The typical reflectivity is approximately
-17 dBZ, which is significantly less than all levels in Table 4-8. Accordingly, the typical
impact in Region B is unlikely to be significant.
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5

Florennes SSR Detailed Assessment
In this section the impact of the proposed wind turbines on the Florennes SSR is
assessed. The worst case turbine dimensions were used in the calculations.

5.1

Shadow loss
The method for calculating the signal loss from the proposed turbines is the same as
for PSR assessments (described in section 4.1). The only difference for an SSR
assessment is that the loss is 1-way instead of 2-way.

5.1.1

Cumulative shadow
The QinetiQ shadow tool was used to calculate the cumulative shadow from the
proposed wind turbines, using a representative mid-band SSR frequency of
1.06 GHz. The N117 turbine type was used in the calculations. This turbine type was
chosen because it has the largest average tower diameter, taking into account only
the parts of the towers that are in radar LoS.
The only other wind farm that could potentially have a significant cumulative effect
with Walcourt, in terms of shadowing, is Florinchamps (in planning). Results were
calculated for two scenarios:
1. Future (Walcourt only); and
2. Future worst case (Walcourt and Florinchamps).
There are no existing wind farms that could have a significant cumulative effect with
Walcourt.
The significant shadowing for the two scenarios is shown as red areas in Figure 5-1
and Figure 5-2. Each figure shows the results plotted at three different scales (short
range, medium range, and long range) from the Florennes SSR (white square). In
each figure, the turbines used in the calculation are shown as coloured dots. Also
shown in the figures are the Skeyes airspace boundaries (black lines), the Belgium
border (magenta line), and the maximum range of the SSR (blue line).
The results for Walcourt only (Figure 5-1) show that the significant shadow behind
most of the turbines is short range, only extending a short distance behind the
proposed turbines. However, there is a large cumulative effect between some of the
turbines, resulting in a long shadow sector with a length of 62.6 km and a maximum
width of 0.5 km. The shadow from the proposed wind farm on its own does not extend
beyond the Belgium border.
Figure 5-2 shows the effect of adding the other planned turbines will be to increase
the size of the impact zone. The cumulative shadow from Walcourt and Florinchamps
extends to the maximum range of the SSR and has a maximum length of 207.8 km
and a maximum width of 3.8 km.
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Proposed
turbines

Future scenario, short range plot

Proposed
turbines
62.6 km

Belgium border

Future scenario, medium range plot
Belgium border

Proposed
turbines
Maximum
instrumented
range

Future scenario, long range plot
Figure 5-1: Florennes SSR shadowing (Future scenario). Significant shadow (red
areas); proposed turbines (green dots); radar (white square); Skeyes airspace
(black lines)
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Proposed
turbines

Florinchamps
Future worst case scenario, short range plot

Proposed
turbines

Belgium border
Florinchamps
Future worst case scenario, medium range plot
Belgium border

207.8 km
Maximum
instrumented
range

Future worst case scenario, long range plot
Figure 5-2: Florennes SSR shadowing (Future worst case scenario). Significant
shadow (red areas); proposed turbines (green dots); Florinchamps turbines (red
dots); radar (white square); Skeyes airspace (black lines)
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5.1.2

Shadow altitude
For both scenarios, the maximum shadow altitude (persistent and variable) is
attributed to the Walcourt WT3 turbine. The maximum shadow height was calculated,
assuming a maximum hub height of 110m AGL, and a maximum blade tip height of
165m AGL. Figure 5-3 shows the results for the Future scenario, Figure 5-4 shows
the results for the Future worst case scenario. The maximum length of the shadow is
shown as a blue line in each plot. The magenta line in the bottom plot corresponds
to the closest point on the Belgium border, in the direction of WT3.
Maximum length of
shadow
777.7m AMSL

Florennes
SSR
WT3

473.1m AMSL
Persistent shadowed
airspace due to tower

DEM

Figure 5-3: Maximum shadow altitude for the Future scenario, calculated in the
direction of Walcourt WT3
Belgium
border

Maximum
length of
shadow =
maximum
instrumented
range

3,477m AMSL

2,600m AMSL

Florennes
SSR
WT3
Persistent shadowed
airspace due to tower

DEM

Figure 5-4: Maximum shadow altitude for the Future worst case scenario,
calculated in the direction of Walcourt WT3
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The maximum shadow heights are shown below for the two scenarios:




5.1.3

Future:
o

473.1m AMSL (persistent shadow);

o

777.7m AMSL (variable shadow);

Future worst case:
o

2,600m AMSL (persistent shadow); and

o

3,477m AMSL (variable shadow).

Summary of shadowing metrics
Table 5-1 summarises the maximum dimensions of the shadow impact zones for
each wind farm scenario.
Scenario

Dimensions of significant shadow
Maximum
width

Maximum
length

Maximum
height
(persistent
shadow)

Maximum
height (variable
shadow)

Future

0.5km

62.6km

473.1m AMSL

777.7m AMSL

Future worst case

3.8km

207.8km

2,600m AMSL

3,477m AMSL

Table 5-1: Summary of impact zone dimensions for the Future and Future worst
case scenarios

5.2

SSR bearing errors
This assessment addresses the impacts discussed in section 4.4.11 of the
Eurocontrol guidelines [3], SSR 2D position accuracy.

5.2.1

Discussion
SSR bearings are not exact. System effects (such as antenna pattern errors and
receiver noise) and the clutter environment can lead to bearing errors. If a wind
turbine introduces bearing errors it is likely that these are in addition to existing errors.
The Eurocontrol standard for the performance of en-route surveillance states all
azimuth random errors shall be less than 0.068 degrees (one sigma). The typical
performance of SSR systems is better than this, at approximately 0.03 degrees to
0.05 degrees [19].
The QinetiQ model estimates the cumulative bearing error introduced by the wind
turbines, based on a method using the scattering from cylinders [20]. The method
has been shown to accurately model the bearing errors introduced from tall cylindrical
structures [20]. An effective diameter is used, slightly larger than the actual tower
diameter, following the methodology agreed between QinetiQ and Skeyes (then
Belgocontrol) [21].
The worst case assumption is made that the aircraft is directly behind the turbines.

5.2.2

Assessment
Following the methodology in Section 5.2.1, the magnitude of the SSR bearing errors
were predicted. Modelling was calculated for the same wind farm scenarios as for the
shadowing:
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1. Walcourt only; and
2. The cumulative impact of Walcourt and Florinchamps.
The N117 turbine type was used in the calculations. This turbine type was chosen
because it has the worst case impact, for the same reasons as the shadowing.
The amplitude bearing errors (in degrees) for the two scenarios are shown in Figure
5-5 and Figure 5-6.
Future scenario (short range plot)

Proposed
turbines

Amplitude error (degrees)

Belgium
border

Future scenario (long range plot)

Proposed
turbines

Amplitude error (degrees)

Belgium border

SSR maximum
instrumented
range
Figure 5-5: Amplitude bearing errors (Future scenario)
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Belgium
border

Proposed
turbines

Amplitude error (degrees)

Future worst case scenario (short range plot)

Florinchamps
turbines

Future worst case scenario (long range plot)

SSR maximum
instrumented
range

Proposed
turbines

Amplitude error (degrees)

Belgium border

Florinchamps
turbines
Figure 5-6: Amplitude bearing errors (Future worst case scenario)
The areas where the amplitude errors exceed different thresholds are shown in
Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8. It is assumed that errors greater than 0.05 degrees are
significant. The maximum width and length of the significant impact zone are marked
on the bottom plots in each figure.
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Future scenario (short range plot)

Belgium
border

Proposed
turbines

Future scenario (long range plot)
Belgium
border

SSR maximum
instrumented
range

Figure 5-7: Areas where impact exceeds various thresholds (Future scenario). The
maximum width / length of the significant impact zone are marked
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Future worst case scenario (short range plot)

Belgium
border

Florinchamps
turbines

Proposed
turbines

Future worst case scenario (long range plot)
Belgium
border

SSR maximum
instrumented
range

Figure 5-8: Areas where impact exceeds various thresholds (Future worst case
scenario). The maximum width / length of the significant impact is marked
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For both scenarios (Future and Future worst case), the altitude of the impact zone
will be the same as the shadow altitudes in Figure 5-4:


Future / Future worst case:
o

2,600m AMSL (persistent impact from towers); and

o

3,477m AMSL (variable impact from blades).

The maximum dimensions of the significant impact zone are summarised in Table
5-2.
Dimensions of significant impact zone (bearing errors)
Scenario

Future
Future
worst case

Maximum
Maximum
height
AMSL height AMSL
(persistent)
(variable)

Maximum
width

Maximum
length

46.3km

213.1 km

2,600m AMSL

3,477m
AMSL

55.7km

214.0 km

2,600m AMSL

3,477m
AMSL

Table 5-2: Summary of impact zone dimensions for the Future and Future worst
case scenarios

5.3

SSR false target reports
This assessment addresses the impacts discussed in section 4.4.10 of the
Eurocontrol guidelines [3], SSR false target reports.
False targets occur when uplinks and downlinks are received via a reflection from a
large object. False plots are usually caused by large objects such as buildings close
to the ground based interrogator. SSR systems sometimes build up a map of the
locations of large reflectors close to the interrogator, which can be used to remove
false plots reports [19]. This technique can be less reliable when reflections are
caused by curved or intermittent targets such as wind turbines [19].
Side lobe suppression techniques mean that a transponder reply to a reflected uplink
cannot be received directly by the ground station. Both the uplink and downlink must
arrive via a reflection, as indicated in Figure 5-9. The bearing of the false target is the
bearing of the reflector. The range of the false target is equal to the path length of the
reflected signals. It is noted that if the reflector and aircraft are at similar bearings,
side lobe suppression techniques may not work, giving rise to potential interference
mechanisms.

Figure 5-9 Plan view of configuration where reflections cause false targets
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An estimate was made of the dimensions of the airspace in which detections of both
the reflected uplink and reflected downlink could cause a false target.
The volume was found to be dominated by scattering from the proposed turbine
blades, using the SG122 turbine type and a maximum tip height of 169 metres AGL.
The impact zone is shown in Figure 5-10. The dimensions of the impact zone are:


Area of ground footprint = 18.0 km2; and



Maximum height = 2,237 m AMSL.

Proposed
turbines

Figure 5-10: False plot zone (blue area) due to Walcourt. Green dots = proposed
turbines

5.4

SSR auto-garbling
Garbling is an SSR interference mechanism when the replies from more than one
aircraft overlap and cannot be separated by signal processing methods. Autogarbling is when the interfering signal is a time-delayed reflection of one aircraft’s
reply.
QinetiQ does not currently have a validated auto-garbling model. However, the
following tables discussing interference mechanisms in general terms has been
provided for Skeyes for previous studies and is included here.
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Mechanism
(due to
reflected
signal)

Potential
Effect

Potential Impact

Likelihood
(Low/Medium/High)

Criteria

Reflection
only (no
additional
path length)

Constructive/d
estructive
cancellation of
wanted signal

Reduction in
signal strength,
proportional to
strength of
reflected signal.
Interrogation may
not be detected by
transponder.

Low. Mobile nature of
SSR antenna and aircraft
means that the phase
relationship will be
continuously changing.
This lessens the effect of
cancellation. Multiple
interrogations across the
beam ensure high
likelihood of reply.

Strength of
reflection must
be comparable
with wanted
signal. Assume
Carrier /
Interference
ratio (C/I) must
be greater than 6 dB.

Reflection
with small
phase shift
(<0.8 s)

Apparent
widening of
P1, P3 and
P4r pulses.

May result in
transponder not
recognising P1,
P3 or P4 pulses.
There is also the
possibility that a
short P4 pulse will
be interpreted as
a long P4 pulse.

Low. Assuming reflected
signal was of sufficient
magnitude then it is
plausible that
transponders will not
reply to pure Mode A/C
interrogations (or other
military modes).

Strength of
reflection must
be comparable
with wanted
signal. Assume
C/I must be
greater than -6
dB.

Reflection
with medium
phase shift
(~2.0 s)

(1) Creation of
a P2 pulse.
(2) Creation of
a P4 pulse.

(1) Could prevent
transponders
replying to Mode
A/C
interrogations.
(2) Could
suppress Mode S
transponders from
replying to nonMode S
interrogators.

Equivalent to a path
difference of 600 m.
Medium. Reflection must
be within 9 dB of direct
signal strength to prevent
reply.
Medium. It is assumed
that reflection must be
within 9 dB of direct
signal.

Strength of
reflection must
be less than -9
dB in both
cases.

Reflection
with long
phase shift
(>70.0 s)

Repeat
interrogation
(after initial
reply and
recovery
period ~70
s).

Create additional
interference for
ground station
(FRUIT)s

Low. Equivalent to
additional path length of
21 km.

The transponder
has a recovery
period after
replying of about
70 s. If the
reflection arrives
during this
period, it is
unlikely to be
detected.

Table 5-3: Uplink, Pulse Amplitude Modulation

r

A Mode A/C interrogation consists of up to four pulses: P1 is the initial pulse; the position of
the P3 pulse indicates whether it is a Mode A or C interrogation; a P2 pulse indicates that the
transponder should suppress; a short P4 pulse indicates a Mode S transponder should
suppress; a long P4 pulse causes different replies depending on whether the transponder is
Mode S or Mode A/C.
s FRUIT – False Replies Unsynchronised In Time. These are replies that arrive at an
interrogator, but have not been generated in response to a direct interrogation. Typically they
are the result of a transponder replying to another interrogator.
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Mechanism (due
to reflected
signal)

Potential Effect

Potential
Impact

Likelihood
(Low/Med/High)

Criteria

Reflection only
(no additional
path length)

Constructive/des
tructive
cancellation of
wanted signal.

Reduction in
signal
strength,
proportional to
strength of
reflected
signal.
Interrogation
may not be
detected by
transponder.

Low. Mobile nature
of SSR antenna and
aircraft means that
phase relationship
will be continuously
changing. BPSK is
highly immune to
this type of
interference.

Strength of
reflection must
be almost as
strong as wanted
signal to prevent
detection of
phase reversals.
Assume C/I must
be greater than 3 dB.

Reflection with
small phase shift
(<0.8 s)

Constructive/des
tructive
cancellation of
wanted signal.
No change to
position of
phase reversal.

Reduction in
signal
strength,
proportional to
strength of
reflected
signal.
Interrogation
may not be
detected by
transponder.

Low. Mobile nature
of SSR antenna and
aircraft means that
phase relationship
will be continuously
changing. BPSK is
highly immune to
this type of
interference.

Strength of
reflection must
be almost as
strong as wanted
signal to prevent
detection of
phase reversals.
Assume C/I must
be greater than 3 dB.

Reflection with
medium phase
shift (~2.0 s)

Constructive/des
tructive
cancellation of
wanted signal.
No change to
position of
phase reversal.

Reduction in
signal
strength,
proportional to
strength of
reflected
signal.
Interrogation
may not be
detected by
transponder.

Low. Mobile nature
of SSR antenna and
aircraft means that
phase relationship
will be continuously
changing. BPSK is
highly immune to
this type of
interference.

Strength of
reflection must
be almost as
strong as wanted
signal to prevent
detection of
phase reversals.
Assume C/I must
be greater than 3 dB.

Reflection with
long phase shift
(>70.0 s)

Constructive/des
tructive
cancellation of
wanted signal.
No change to
position of
phase reversal.

Reduction in
signal
strength,
proportional to
strength of
reflected
signal.
Interrogation
may not be
detected by
transponder.

Low. Mobile nature
of SSR antenna and
aircraft means that
phase relationship
will be continuously
changing. BPSK is
highly immune to
this type of
interference.

Strength of
reflection must
be almost as
strong as wanted
signal to prevent
detection of
phase reversals.
Assume C/I must
be greater than 3 dB.

Table 5-4: Uplink, Binary Phase Shift Keyed (BPSK) Modulation
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Mechanism
(due to
reflected
signal)

Potential
Effect

Potential Impact

Likelihood
(Low/Med/High)

Criteria

Reflection
only (no
additional
path length)

Constructive/d
estructive
cancellation of
wanted signal

Reduction in
signal strength,
proportional to
strength of
reflected signal.
Weak replies not
detected by
ground station.

Low. Mobile nature of
SSR antenna and aircraft
means that phase
relationship will be
continuously changing.
This lessens the effect of
cancellation. Multiple
replies across the beam
ensures high likelihood of
detection.

Strength of
reflection must
be comparable
with wanted
signal. Assume
C/I must be
greater than -6
dB.

Reflection
with small
phase shift
(<0.8 s)

Apparent
widening of
reply pulses

May result in
interrogator not
recognising reply
pulses.

Low. Assuming reflected
signal was of sufficient
magnitude, it is plausible
that interrogator won’t
detect and decode reply.

Strength of
reflection must
be comparable
with wanted
signal. Assume
C/I must be
greater than -6
dB.

Reflection
with medium
phase shift
(~2.0 s)

Creation of
additional
‘ghost’ pulses
in reply

May cause errors
in decoder. Mode
S cyclic
redundancy
checks should
ensure that these
will be detected,
and in most cases
they should be
corrected.

Low. Mobile nature of
SSR antenna and aircraft
means that phase
relationship will be
continuously changing.
This lessens the effect of
cancellation. Multiple
replies across the beam
ensure high likelihood of
detection.

Strength of
reflection must
be comparable
with wanted
signal. Assume
C/I must be
greater than -6
dB.

Reflection
with long
phase shift
(>21.0 s)

Additional
reply seen by
interrogator

Interrogator may
revise plot
position based on
new time of
arrival.

Low. Equivalent to
additional path length of
at least 6 km. Likely that
reflection would come
from outside main beam
where the antenna gain is
much lower.

Reflection must
be above
interrogator
receiver system
sensitivity
(assumed to
be -120 dBW).

Table 5-5: Downlink, Pulse Amplitude Modulation
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6

Bertem PSR Simple Assessment
A simple assessment has been carried out for the Bertem PSR.

6.1

Shadowing

6.1.1

Cumulative shadow
The QinetiQ shadow tool was used to estimate the cumulative shadow from the
proposed wind farm as viewed from the Bertem PSR.
As stated in section 2, the Walcourt towers are fully out of LoS from the Bertem PSR,
and thus there will be no persistent shadowing from the towers. However, the blades
are in LoS, giving a variable shadow.
To model this variable shadowing, the blades are assumed to be upright, conical,
with a bottom diameter equal to that of the top diameter of the towers, and a top
diameter of zero. The average diameters of the parts of the blades in radar LoS were
used in the calculations. As it is the turbine type with the highest maximum height
and blade length, the SG122 was chosen as the worst case turbine type.
Figure 6-1 shows the sector where there could be a significant cumulative shadowing
effect with other wind farms. The turbines within this sector are sufficiently far away
from the Walcourt wind farm in range that any cumulative effects between turbines
will be small. Accordingly, the assessment will only consider the impact from Walcourt
in isolation. It is noted there is likely to be existing shadowing in the direction of
Walcourt due to the Marbais wind farm.

Marbais

Proposed
turbines

Figure 6-1: Sector containing Walcourt and other turbines, as viewed from the
Bertem PSR (shaded area); Bertem Radar (white square); Walcourt turbines (green
dots); existing turbines in 30km range (yellow dots); other planned turbines in 30km
range (red dots)
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Figure 6-2 shows the significant shadow due to the proposed turbines. The significant
shadow is localised to the wind farm, consisting of short, narrow shadows extending
behind the turbines. The maximum length of the shadow is approximately 0.5 km.
The height of the shadow will be comparable to the height of the wind farm.

0.5km

Figure 6-2: Significant shadow loss (red areas) due to the Walcourt turbines (green
dots)

6.2

Clutter due to echoes from the wind turbines
In this section the clutter due to Walcourt and other turbines was estimated, assuming
the detections are through the main lobe of the antenna beam. Side lobe
breakthrough was not modelled, and only turbines in radar LoS were included in the
calculations. The worst case turbine type (SG122) was used in the modelling. This
turbine type was chosen because it has the longest blades.
A representative 1 microsecond pulse length was assumed.
Figure 6-3 shows the clutter patches due to Walcourt (green polygon) and other
nearby wind farms (yellow polygons = clutter from existing wind farms; red polygons
= clutter from other planned turbines). The effect of building Walcourt will be to create
a new clutter patch on the radar display; there is no overlapping with clutter patches
from other wind farms. The area of the Walcourt clutter patch is approximately
2.0 km2.
Figure 6-4 shows the cumulative clutter impact due to Walcourt and all other turbines
within 30 km.
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Clutter patch due
to Walcourt (area
= 2.0 km2)

Figure 6-3: Clutter patches due to the proposed Walcourt turbines (green); existing
turbines (yellow); other planned turbines (red)

30 km range
ring around
Walcourt

Clutter patch
due to
Walcourt

Figure 6-4: Clutter patches due to the proposed Walcourt turbines (green polygon)
and other wind farms within approximately 30km (red circle). Yellow polygons =
clutter from existing wind farms; red polygons = clutter from other planned wind
farms

6.3

CFAR raised thresholds reducing the Pd of an aircraft
In this section, the area where Walcourt could potentially raise the CFAR threshold
and cause a loss of aircraft detection, is quantified. For PSR simple assessments,
only the CFAR impact due to turbine detection through the main lobe is considered.
It is assumed that the turbines are sufficiently far from the radar that side lobe effects
can be ignored.
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Figure 6-5 shows the CFAR impact footprint due to Walcourt in isolation, calculated
using the SG122 turbine type. This is the worst case turbine type because it has the
longest blades. The area of the affected zone is 43.4 km2.
Figure 6-6 shows the Walcourt impact zone (black outline) overlaid on the impact
zones (yellow polygons) from existing wind turbines in radar LoS. The Walcourt
impact zone overlaps existing impact zones. The area where Walcourt creates a new
impact is shown as a green polygon, and has an area of approximately 30.4 km2.

Proposed
turbines

Belgium
border

Figure 6-5: CFAR impact zone due to the proposed Walcourt wind farm in isolation
(green polygon). Magenta line = Belgium border. Blue lines = Skeyes airspace
boundaries. Green dots = proposed turbines
Black outline =
impact from
Walcourt in
isolation

Existing
impact zone

Existing
impact zones

Green = new
impact due to
Walcourt

Figure 6-6: Area (green) where Walcourt creates a new impact. Black outline =
Walcourt impact zone. Yellow polygons = impact zones from existing turbines
Turbine locations are shown as dots. Side lobe breakthrough not modelled
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The cumulative impact from wind farms within approximately 30km of Walcourt is
shown in Figure 6-7 to Figure 6-9 for the following three scenarios:


Existing (impact from existing wind farms only);



Future (impact from existing wind farms and Walcourt); and



Future worst case (impact from existing wind farms, Walcourt, and other wind
farms in planning).

30km range
ring around
Walcourt

Belgium
border

Figure 6-7: CFAR impact zones (Existing scenario). Yellow polygons = impact
zones from existing wind farms. Yellow dots = existing turbines. Magenta line =
Belgium border. Blue lines = Skeyes airspace boundaries. Red circle = 30 km range
ring around Walcourt
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30km range
ring around
Walcourt
Walcourt impact
zone (black
outline)

Proposed
turbines

Belgium
border
Green area = new
impact due to
Walcourt

Figure 6-8: CFAR impact zones (Future scenario). Yellow polygons = existing
impact zones. Black outline = impact from Walcourt. Green polygon = area where
Walcourt creates a new impact. Yellow dots = existing turbines. Green dots =
proposed turbines. Magenta line = Belgium border. Blue lines = Skeyes airspace
boundaries. Red circle = 30 km range ring around Walcourt

30km range
ring around
Walcourt

Belgium
border
Red areas =
new impacts
due to other
planned
turbines

Figure 6-9: CFAR impact zones (Future worst case scenario). Yellow polygons =
existing impact. Black outline = impact from Walcourt. Green polygon = area where
Walcourt creates a new impact. Red = new impacts from other planned turbines.
Yellow dots = existing turbines. Green dots = proposed turbines. Red dots = other
planned turbines. Magenta line = Belgium border. Blue lines = Skeyes airspace
boundaries. Red circle = 30 km range ring around Walcourt
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6.4

Plot thresholding
In this assessment the impact of the Walcourt turbines on the plot thresholding
capability of the Florennes PSR is investigated. For discussion of plot thresholding
refer to section 4.7.1.

6.4.1

Results
Figure 6-10 shows the clutter from Walcourt and other wind farms within
approximately 30km, overlaid on a grid of 2NM x 5 degree cells. Skeyes will be able
to use Figure 6-10 to determine whether the proposed turbines will have an
operational impact on plot thresholding. A zoomed in view is shown in Figure 6-11.

Walcourt
clutter

Figure 6-10: Clutter from Walcourt and other wind farms, overlaid on a grid of 2NM
x 5 degree range-azimuth cells (cyan lines). Green polygon = clutter due to
Walcourt. Yellow polygons = clutter from existing wind farms. Red polygons =
clutter from other wind farms in planning. Dark blue lines = Skeyes airspace
boundaries. Red circle = 30km range ring around Walcourt

Walcourt
clutter
2NM

Angular
width = 5
degrees

Figure 6-11: Zoomed in view of Figure 6-10
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The minimum aircraft RCS that is unaffected by plot thresholding was estimated for
aircraft flying directly over Walcourt, at heights of 500 feet and 1,000 feet above the
proposed turbines. The turbines and the aircraft are assumed to be detected through
the main lobe of the antenna beam. As the beam pattern for Bertem is not known,
the vertical beam pattern used in the Florennes PSR assessment was assumed.
Table 6-1 shows the results using a maximum blade RCS of 51.3 dBsm,
corresponding to the SG122 turbine type. This turbine type was chosen because it
has the longest blades.
Height of aircraft above
Walcourt turbines

Aircraft minimum
unaffected RCS
(dBsm)

500 feet

50.5

1,000 feet

49.3

Table 6-1: Minimum aircraft RCS unaffected by plot thresholding impacts from peak
blade reflections (SG122 turbine type). Turbines assumed to be detected through
the main lobe
By comparing the results in Table 6-1 with the representative aircraft RCS values
(Table 4-7), it can be seen that all aircraft types could potentially be impacted. The
same applies to the case where the typical blade RCS is used.

6.5

Other detection losses
In this section, other detection losses are assessed, as per the methodology in
section 4.8.1. As the significant shadowing is localised to the turbines, the effect of
shadowing is considered to be a secondary effect and is not included in the
calculations.

6.5.1

Results
Figure 6-12 shows the impact zones due to the proposed Walcourt turbines,
assuming N = 5, v = 1,000 kph and a radar rotation period of 4 seconds. In the figure:


Green outline = area where impact (3) could occur due to CFAR impacts (green
filled polygon). The impact zone will vary for different aircraft speeds; and



Black polygons = areas where impacts (1) and (2) could occur due to Walcourt
clutter. It can be seen from the figure that impacts (1) and (2) are limited to the
vicinity of the wind farm.

The tracking impacts from other wind farms have not been taken into account.
However, the locations of other turbines are shown as red and yellow dots in the
figure for reference.
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Impact 3 due to CFAR
raised thresholds
Impacts 1 & 2
due to turbine
clutter

Belgium
border

CFAR
impact
zone

Figure 6-12: Impact zones where tracking could potentially be affected for an
aircraft travelling at 1,000 kph, as viewed from the Bertem PSR. Black polygons =
areas where impacts 1 and 2 could occur. Green outline = area where impact 3
could occur due to CFAR raised threshold impacts. Green polygon = CFAR impact
zone. Yellow / red dots = existing turbines / other planned turbines. Magenta line =
Belgium border
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7

Sensitivity of the Impacts
The assessments in sections 4 to 6 were made using the preferred project definition
in consideration by the Customer. In this section, the sensitivity of the impacts to
changes to the project definition is briefly discussed. This is provided for the
Customer, and is for information only.

7.1

Moving the turbine out of radar LoS
If the turbines are moved out of radar LoS, it is likely they will have a reduced impact
or no impact at all.
The LoS results in section 2 showed that the proposed turbines are in an area of high
visibility from the Florennes PSR and the Florennes SSR. Unless much smaller
turbines can be considered, there is no possibility of moving the turbines out of radar
LoS from these systems.
There is significantly more terrain shielding for the Bertem radar. It is possible that a
combination of layout changes and reducing the height of the turbines could move
the turbines fully out of radar LoS.

7.2

Sensitivity of the impacts
In terms of the sensitivity of the impacts, the following general points are made:


Layout changes can potentially change the characteristics (size and
shape) of the impact zones. Some impacts will be more sensitive than
others. Generally, long range impacts (e.g. shadowing and bearing errors)
will be most sensitive, while the shorter range impacts will be less
sensitive;



Reducing the hub height and maximum tip height will reduce the height of
the persistent and variable shadow zone, respectively. The same applies
to the bearing error impact zones;



For impacts due to tower reflections, the level of impact will be sensitive
to changes to the tower shape. Tower shapes that reflect energy away
from the radar will have a lower impact;



For impacts due to blade reflections, the level of impact will be sensitive
to the blade length. Longer blades have a higher blade RCS, resulting in
stronger reflections from the blades; and



Generally, increasing the number of turbines will increase the size of the
impact footprint.

If the impact from the preferred project definition is unacceptable to Skeyes, the
feasibility of changing the project definition to reduce the impact to an acceptable
level can be investigated.
If the impact from the preferred project definition is acceptable to Skeyes, it might be
possible to increase the impact without creating a constraint.
Any changes to the project definition are likely to require a new impact assessment.
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8

Summary
WindVision, the Customer, is jointly developing the Walcourt wind farm with Elawan.
Using the Customer’s preferred layout (6 turbines, 169m maximum height), the
impact of the wind farm on the Florennes PSR, Florennes SSR, and Bertem PSR has
been quantified. The worst case turbine type was used in each assessment activity.

8.1

Florennes PSR
A PSR detailed assessment has been carried out on the potential impact of the
Walcourt wind farm on the Florennes PSR. The findings were:


Shadowing. The cumulative impact from Walcourt and nearby wind farms was
calculated. The only other wind farm that could have a significant cumulative
effect with Walcourt is Florinchamps (in planning). The maximum dimensions
of the shadow impact zone were calculated for two scenarios: future (the
future impact due to Walcourt in isolation), and future worst case (the worst
case impact from Walcourt and Florinchamps). The results are summarised
in Table 8-1;
Dimensions of significant shadow
Scenario

Maximum
width

Maximum
length

Maximum height
AMSL
(persistent
shadow)

Maximum
height AMSL
(variable
shadow)

Future

3.8km

96.6km

745m

1,206m

Future
worst case

8.0km

96.6km

745m

1,206m

Table 8-1: Summary of impact zone dimensions for the Future and Future worst
case scenarios




Turbine clutter. The detectability of the turbines and the extent of side lobe
breakthrough was modelled using the NEMESiS radar propagation model. A
representative STC was assumed in the modelling. The impact will depend
on which channel the turbines are detected in:


Without MTI (NR mode), the largest clutter footprint is attributed to
persistent reflections from the turbine towers, and has an angular
width of approximately 137.3 degrees. The impact from the blades is
qualitatively the same when the peak blade RCS is used, but will
typically be smaller if the typical blade RCS is used;



If the turbine is detected in the fast channel, the largest clutter footprint
is due to the blades. The impact will be variable if the blades are
moving. The maximum angular width of the clutter is 136.9 degrees;
the typical angular width is much smaller, 20.1 degrees; and



The impact in the slow channel was not modelled, but the results will
be qualitatively similar to the results without MTI.

CFAR raised thresholds. A medium fidelity CFAR assessment was carried out
to estimate the footprint where the radar threshold may be raised and prevent
aircraft from being detected. Only the impact in the fast channel was
modelled. When the turbines are detected through the antenna main lobe,
neither small nor medium aircraft can be reliably detected when the maximum
blade RCS or the typical blade RCS is used. However, there is no significant
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impact on these aircraft sizes if the turbines are detected through the antenna
side lobes;

8.2



False targets. The biggest impact is due to reflections from the blades when
the maximum blade RCS is used. With STC and peak blade RCS, false plots
are possible for aircraft in a volume extending from 0 km to 19.2 km (bearings
292.1°N to 297.7°N) with a maximum height of 3,479 metres AMSL. The
impact zone due to reflections from the towers is comparable but slightly
smaller;



Receiver saturation. The results show that when STC is used, the combined
powers from the towers and the blades are well below the saturation level.
Without STC, the blades and the towers have the potential to saturate the
radar receiver, leading to a possible loss of sensitivity. The impact will be
persistent;



Plot thresholding. The impact of the reflections from the proposed turbines
causing the removal of genuine aircraft plots, was assessed. All aircraft sizes
(from very small aircraft to large jet airliners) could potentially be affected
when the turbine detections are through the main lobe. The impact is
significantly reduced if the turbines are detected through the side lobes; and



Other detection losses. Impact zones have been estimated for an aircraft
flying at 1,000 kph.

Florennes SSR
An SSR detailed assessment has been carried out of the potential impact of the
Walcourt wind farm on the Florennes SSR. The findings were:


Shadowing. The cumulative impact from Walcourt and nearby wind farms was
calculated. The only other wind farm that could have a significant cumulative
effect with Walcourt is Florinchamps (in planning). The maximum dimensions
of the shadow impact zone were calculated for two scenarios: future (the
future impact due to Walcourt in isolation), and future worst case (the worst
case impact from Walcourt and Florinchamps). The results are summarised
in Table 8-2;
Dimensions of significant shadow
Scenario

Maximum
width

Maximum
length

Maximum height
AMSL
(persistent
shadow)

Maximum
height AMSL
(variable
shadow)

Future

0.5km

62.6km

473.1m AMSL

777.7m

Future
worst case

3.8km

207.8km

2,600.0m AMSL

3,477.0m

Table 8-2: Summary of impact zone dimensions for the Future and Future worst
case scenarios


Bearing errors. It was assumed that bearing errors greater than 0.05 degrees
are significant. The maximum dimensions of the significant impact zone were
calculated for two scenarios: future (the future impact due to Walcourt in
isolation), and future worst case (the worst case impact from Walcourt and
Florinchamps). The results are summarised in Table 8-3;
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Dimensions of significant impact zone (bearing errors)
Scenario

Maximum
width

Future
Future
case

worst

Maximum
length

46.3km

213.1km

55.7km

214.0km

Maximum
height AMSL
(persistent)

Maximum
height
AMSL
(variable)

2,600.0m

3,477.0m

Table 8-3: Summary of impact zone dimensions for the Future and Future worst
case scenarios

8.3



False targets. Based on the maximum blade RCS, the false target zone is
approximated by a hemisphere centred on the wind farm. The area of the
ground footprint is approximately 18.0 km2. The maximum height of the
impact zone is 2,237 metres AMSL; and



Auto-garbling. An auto-garbling assessment has not been made, but material
discussing the impact mechanisms in general terms has been added.

Bertem PSR
The main conclusions from the Bertem assessment are as follows:


Shadowing: The Walcourt turbine towers are not in LoS, so the impact from
the blades was assessed. The impact was found to be localised to the wind
turbines, with a maximum shadow length of 0.5 km. The height of the shadow
will be comparable to the height of the wind farm;



Clutter: Using a simple range-azimuth model to model the clutter from main
lobe detections, the proposed Walcourt turbines create a new clutter patch
with an approximate area of 2.0 km2;



CFAR raised thresholds: It is possible that the radar’s CFAR processing will
mitigate the wind farm clutter impacts. However, this would raise the detection
threshold in the vicinity of the wind farm, resulting in a de-sensitisation of the
radar. The CFAR impact zone from Walcourt covers an area of 43.4 km2,
however, there is overlapping with existing impact zones. The area where
Walcourt creates a new impact is smaller, with an approximate area of
30.4 km2;



Plot thresholding: Using a representative beam pattern, the modelling
showed that all aircraft size could potentially be impacted; and



Other detection losses. Impact zones have been estimated for an aircraft
flying at 1,000 kph.
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